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Conference To Deal
With Early Childhood
Career Education
Dr. Igirella McKinney, a senior
research specialist and project director
with the National Center for Research
in Vocational Education at Ohio State
University.
Dr. Lee Hoover, a profesSet of
education at John Carroll University,
Cleveland,-Ofuo, LindDr. Sanford Reichert, a professor of
eau-teflon at Case Western Reserve
University, Cleveland, Ohio.
"Career education for young children
deals with the ways different ocElla Jenkins, an internationallycupational groups help them to have a_
known performer, song writer and
better life through an understanding of
educator, is one of a number of widelyvarious occupations and the enrecognized participants in the convironment around them,"- said Dr.
ference. She will make two appearances, first at 9 a.m. when she will, Charles May, chairman - of the
suig and work With adults, and later at Department of Childhood Studies at
Murray State and the campus coor,
•
1:30 p.m. When she will demonstrate
dinator for the conference.
her teaching methods before a group of
-This involves those occupations'
children.
around which their dramatic-play
Other well-known educators, each of
behavior revolves — - such as
whom have been active in the
physicians, dentists, policemen,.
movement to create equal op- firemen and others who work with
portieuties for handicapped and normal help people. Of course, "he went on,
children through career education
experiences, scheduled to take part in "we arein.taLway attempting to help
five-year-old..cliildren-eheose .careera,
the discussions include:
but we can fainiliariie them with some
ci the occupations with which they most
fremiently come in contact, help thern
to understand the environment in which
they live and bow the various ocin It. •
_ _
_cima ons f't '
g spocnensoteredr
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The conference isver
the Career Education Project at
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MSU WOWS--Wins op
Press Award
For the second consecutive year, the
Murray State News has received the
top award given- by the Colltrnbta
Scholastic Press Association. in its
annual competition.
The student laboratory newspaper.
Murray State University has hien
awarded the Medalist Certificate. The
Murray State News also was awarded
an All-Columbian Award for its "objective handling of controversial news
•
stores" during the year. .
This year's Medalist Certificate is
47.the newspaper has
only the--t1
received during its 50-year history. It
the award in 1968 and again
•
last year.
In order to receive the award, the
newspaper must first attain at least 8.50
.• - of a possible 1,000 points in judging. Of
.the newspapers that reach that plateau,
fewer than 10 percent go on to win the
Medalist Certificate, according to the
•
association.
The Murray State News received 941
. -i points in the judging of newspapers
published during 1977.
During that time, Babette-lifergan,
Advance, Me., senior, served as editor
in chief. She served as co-editor in chief
during the fall semester with Dennis
Hill, who, after graduating from MSU
in December, is now a staff writer with
the Evansville (Id.) Press.
Tom Farthing, adviser and instructor
•
in journalism, said the award is an
indication of the top-quality work
performed by the staff members of the
newspaper.
Our students work exceptionally
bard all through the year," he said.
"The award is more than just an honor
for the newspaper and the uraersity.lt
is an outsider's recognition of the fine
quality of our whole journalism
program here at MSU."
More than 1,000 entries were judged,
a spokesman for the association said.
The All-Columbian Award is only the
second the newspaper has received.
Last year, it was given the award for
graphic design,

Innovation and Development and the
Department of Child Studies. Funded
by the U. S. Office of Career Education,
the Murry State project is designed to
facilitate infusion of career educationhandicapped methodologies into a
University curriculum. •

Ingestion of some kind of plant was.
the subject of most of the over 600 calls
received by th. Murray --Calloway.County Poison Control Center this year.
calls were received from the
surrounding Western Kentucky- and
Western Tennessee counties. .
- The local Centere sponsored by
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and
located in the hospital pharmacy,
averages two calls each day.

off

ucte temp-

today

plant, detergent or medicine," a'
spokesman saidUmmediate action is
. The•loc_al Poi= Contn*Conter is an
immediate source of information on
emergency first-aid steps to take. If
professional treatment is needed, the
caller is referred to the nearest hospital
emergency room or local physician.
In operation since 1973, the MurrayCalloway County Poison Control Center
is one of only two Poison Control
Centers in the Jackson Purchase snit -.only ten in Kentucky. .
—The-Murray center Provliks a 'vital' service to the Western Kentucky and
Western Tennessee area and welcomes
all questions concerning poisonous
substances. The Poison Control Center
number is 753-7588 and is listed with the
emergency numbers on the cover of the
-Purchase Area telephone directory.

High Ranking Soviete Seeks
COURTHOUSE BENCH WARMERS — The county courthouse bench warthis week,,o a king up-the sunshine,swapfing---mers were out enmasse
yams and maybe trading a knife now and then. Ben Purdom, H. S. Rober_ .
tson, Kelzie Beeler and Kelly Burton listen as be Jackson (standing) spins a
The
—
(AP)
NATIONS
the state Department
UNITED
Washington,
In
Morgan,
yarn. Carrying on a conversation in the background are George
said it had been contacted by Ernest
highest-tanking Soviet employee of the
Otrie Dixon and Bob Hubbs. If you take a notion to join the shade tree
Gross, Sheychenko's American lawyer,
United Nations, Arkady N. Shevchenko,
philosophers and knife traders-extraordinary, the benches can be found on
who indicated that' the 47-year-old
in hiding after apparently defecting.
is
relate
to
two
or
story
a
the north side of the courthouse. Be sure to have
Russian would net return to the Soviet
An -application to the Ljnited_States for
and a couple of knives to show.
Statiehoto By Lowell Atchley
'
•
asylum is expected.
Union.
But in Moscow, a -woman who said
State, Department spokesman Tom
she was his wife today accused U.S.
Reston said Shevchenko had not asked
authorities of a 'crude provocation,"
for asylum. But he.said Soviet officials
claimed her husband 'never had any
had requested a meeting with Shevintention" of staying "in the United
chenko and that Gross, a former
States and said the Americans must be
assistant secretary of state and exholding him forcibly.
delegate, to the United Nations,
Shevchenko, the $76,000-a-year unarranged the meeting, a formality that
4
dinecretary-general for political and
often precedes granting of asylum.
Reston did not disclose the place or
today's speech because oil imports Security Council affairs, left his job six
man of the Council of Economic
with
"differences
of
of the meeting. Gross was--'because
ago
time
days
The
problem."
the
to
key
"the
remain
Advisers.
reported in-Wfushington MondaYhis government," a U.N. statement
United States imports approximately
While White House aides said Carter
said.
and there was speculation that Shevhalf of the petroleum it uses.
wants to hold -down military pay, a
chenko was with him to meet with
Associated Press reporters calling
The role of the energy legislation in
spokesman for the Council of Economic
representatives of the Soviet Embassy
fighting inflation has been one of ,"Sheychenko" entries in the Moscow
Advisers, Peter Gould, denied the
there,
Carter's frequent themes, as he at- telephone directory spoke with a
administration was seeking wage conAn authoritative diplomatic source at
woman who identified herself as
tempts to deal with the worst trade
straintsiile commented,"There will be
the United Nations, who asked not to be
deficit in the nation's history and the Leongina Shevchenko, the diplomat's
no controls on .pay. Period."
identified, said Shevchenko was in the
wife.
declining value of the -dollar.
Aides said Carter is continuing to
process of -seeking asylum, the first
She said she had returned from New
• Commerce Department figures in-'
push for speedy passage of his energy
U.N. employee ever to do so anywhere.
York for fear the Americans would
dicate the United States imported $4.5
program,- sent to Congress nearly 12
seize her and other family members as , Unconfirmed reports said Shevbillion more in goods than it sold abroad
months ago.
. - chenko refused an order tram the
well as her husband. •
in February, topping the $3.6 billion
Carter has advocated raising-federal
theand',
-.What they are sitfing -about him is a - 'Soviet government
balance-of-payments deficit of last
taxes on gasoline to discourage use of
that his wife and daughter left for
provocation," she said. "He is a
October and marking the 21st monthly
the fuel, and cut to oil imports, but such
marvelous father and husband. He •Moscow over the weekend after "a viodeficit in a row.
a tax would also raise prices and
lent quarrel." He also has a son in the
The deficit was a blow to the ad- cannot live without his work and his
contrthute to inflation.
ministration's attempts to reduce the family. I am 100 percent sure he will be 'Soviet foreign service.
One White House aide said ''a strong
Associates said he left his office last'
returning. I know, ant-am certain. I
balance-of-payments figures below last
emphasis on energy" was written into
Wednesday
have lived with him for 27 years ... .
year's $26.7 billion.

Concerted Effort Expected Carter Inflation Progeam
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter is looking to a concerted effort
by the government and the private
sector as one way to help solve the
problem of rising inflation.
The' administration originally
predicted prices would rise 6.1 percent
this year. But some government
economists gay the increase could be
closer to 7 percent.
Since returning from a trip to Africa
and Latin America, the battle on inflation has been the No. 1 topic on the
president's schedule.
He spent much of the weekend
working on the speech after meeting
earlier with congressional leaders,
Treasury Secretary W. Michael
Blumenthal and Charles Schultz, chair-

Former FBI Director Gray Indicted In Federal Court
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The Justice
that
Department,. . concluding
responsibility for FBI excesses in the
anti-radical campaign of the early 19706 •
rests at the,top, has obtained the indictment of former FBI Director L.
Patrick Gray III and two of. his highest
former aides.
In the culmination of a long and
painful internal investigation, the
department also
its
dropped
prosecution of John J. Kearney, a
former FBI supervisor in New York,

In a case personally guided by
who was indicted a year ago in conAttorney General Griffin B. Bell, a
nection with FBI break-ins, mail
openings and wiretappings between • federal grand jury Monday indicted
Gray, former Associate FBI Director
1970 and the summer of 1972.
W:Mark Felt and former Assistant Di'1 am thoroughly delighted, pleased
rector Edward S. Miller on a charge of
and vindicated," said Kearney, who
was the first agent in FBI history to be. conspiring to violate the rights of
charged with a felony involving his -citizens through unlawful break-ins.
official duties. He resigned in 1972 tr
The charge carries a maximum
enter private business
penalty of 10 years in prison and a fine
of $10,000.

Dumping Hampers
County Road

-Department Work

Even though Russell McClure _isinvolved in finance and
administration with Governor Carroll's cabinet,Tie Is 11-good story teller, says The Murray Ledger & Times
columnist M. C. Garrott. The writer relates some of
McClure's stories today;Th the opinienseetioa,Page 4.

colder

Following plant poisoning, next an
the list of commonly swallowed poisons
. about which the .center received calls
were detergents, aspirin, vitamins and
antihistamines. Requests for information were also received about
perfumes, household disinfectants,
insecticides and tranquilizers.
"An emergency exists whenever a
-.-pOiSon is swallowed weather it is a
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More than 300 educators and people
who work with children are expected to
attend a day-long early childhood
career education conference Saturday,
April 15, at Murray State University.
The conference will begin with
registration at-815 a.m. in the
auditorium . of the Student Center.
formerly the University School. The 98
registration fee includes all conference
materials.
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County officials have reported that
some dumping -has occured at gravel
pits located in the east portion of the
countfk These gavel pits are county
worksites
•• Group entry -- skits.
With the recent dumping,county road
auditorium. Following competition in
High school students from throughout
—
events
Sion-academic
trucks
are
having
difficulty
an
day,
the
during
categories
several
West Kentucky will compete in the
paintings,
oil
frameable
frameable
nonmanuevering in and out of the gravel 'sixth annual AForilin Language
awards presentaticin ceremony will
oil paintings, T-shirts, ceriiiiitts,
pits with loads of gravel.
begin at 2:30 p.m. in theStudent Center
Pestivil at Murray State University on
construction, models, costumes, and'
. Janice Austin, clean-up coordinator
auditorium.
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Gray issued a statement through his
lawyer saying he had "never participated- in or knowingly Authorized
any illegal conduct during my tenure as
acting director of the.
Felt, who called the indictments a
"tragic mistake," said that he. Gr9Y

I never approached a case with
and Miller had rejected a Justice epartcriminal intent and never got any
ment offer last week to plead guilty to a
personal gain from a case."
misdemeanor charge.
Bell, who announced the indictments
Felt's statement was confirmed by
at a news confirence Monday, also said
Miler stUarneyi-irho said his client
any
he was taking unspecified' disciplinary
denies
"emphatically
action against J. Wallace_LaPrade. an
wrongdoing.",
assistant FBI director and head of the
Said Felt, formerly the No. 2 official
bureau's New York office. "for his
in the FBI high command:
•
in these matters."
conduct
"Irrespective of my personal case,
these indictments will have a chilling
Bell said 70 other persons - 68 in the
effect on all law enforcement and the
FBI'anti two in the Justice Department
intelligence community. These
— will be subjected to disciplinary
agencies have already been impaired in
action ranging from censure to disrecent. years, and thiS is just another
-missal. Most of them were members of
push downhill. •
the New York office, which conducted
"In my own career up against
the
antiradical campaign under Kewmad
the
and
spies
criminals,
mobsters,
supervision.
bombers of the Weather Underground. , .ney's
-
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Carbon MonoxideIs Hazard Anyti!ne

See a

the get out immediately and
FRANKFORT, Ky. - time this would take, said windows if you must sit in
Moore, would depend on the car with the motor-running ler doctor," he advised.
Carbon monoxide poisoning
Additional information on
minute's.
to many people, it's a winter amount of charcoal and the more than a few
The best first aid for carbon poison prevention is available
I
-* hazard. But aCcording to the size of the area.
"Never ase a charloal grill monoxide poisoning is lots of from the Pesticide and Constate Department for Human
Resources ( DAR), -accidents ot-hibachi inside enlesa it is in , fresh air, Moore said. "If-you sumer Product Safety Brand,
involving carbon monoxide do a well-ventilated firrplace," feel -any ,synintorns of CO Department for-- fiunran
poisoning while in an un- Resources, 275 E. Main.
riot end with the coming of he advises.
area or in your car, Frankfort,,Ky. &OWL
ventilated
Another
danger of CO
spring. 's
poisoning
occurs
when
the
-During thewinter, we hear
about illness and death caused owners of" recreational
4
by Carboh monoxide from vehicles neglect to check the
Tonitel I
Jeco..
unvented space heaters and furnace venting in these_
Bargain Kite
5/25'
W
automobile exhaust," said vehicles. "When the weather'
At These Theetres
Edsel Moore, head of 11HR's finally allows, martyKenconsumer product safety tuckians will be spending
f7;•`,7111.,
'- 4411
program. "People should be week-ends away in motor
44;Paware that carbon monoxide 'homes and other - selfpoisoning can happen at any Contained units. Some of these
HALE BOY
C'.e'oteMr. and Mrs. Donald G.
time, from sources • people early spring nights can,,get
• **'
cold.
We
urge
people
to
make
Hale of Murray Route One are
may
not
consider.'
_
SHOWS COLLECTION - Larry G. Hurt shows some Of his original pen and ink
sure
furnace
the
gas
Vents
are
• One source elf _carbon
the Pare_ n:A•t_of:_a hahy bray—drawings that are now on display at.the lobby of the Bank of Murraj,
'S
Office
Michael Paul, weighting six .downtownmonoxide(CO) Ls Charcoal. In clear,"'said Moore. "And we
pounds • seven
an attempt' to'get a 'jumpy on urge them not to use their gas
ounces,
the
measuring 19
took-out season, Moore cooking- stoves as auxiliary
inches, born
&
on Friday. March 10, at 10:32
sal,
may re
VI
I'
Because carbon monoxide is
pin, at the Murray-Calloway_
charcoal grill,- wait for the fire
'
__
For Program Information, Please Call 75-3-3314
eourity Hospital.
to die down a bit, then-roll the invisible; odorless' and
They have another son,
grill into the garage for? tasteless, he .warned, it can
Bryan. age 'seven, and a
cooking. If charcoal is left cause- dizziness, nausea,
111;NIN•WINKI.I.I; 11;4P-A
CAVA
daughter, Kelly age seventeen
burning in a closed; -un- convulsions and even death
It1011
Chestnut
7:25,
ventilated area, he said, the before anyone is aware of the
months. The father is em. ..
An'exhibition of original pen facinating old structures
9.25
ployed with Hal Perry Conas which have been a part of the level of CO in the air could danger. The U. S. Consumer
and ink drawings by a local possible through the medi-urn Jackson Purchase landscape become deadlv. The length-of Product Safety Commission
Thru 4/19
struction Comptuty.
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for
'-more
in
than
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150
the
across
years.
that
of
pen
and
ink."
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DeRidder, La.
after
that are the most poisoning and thousands more"
. entarry' ^G. Hurt, a native couragement from family and today will have become as likely to cause poor power and experience less severe effects,
HMO CheRJAA
Calloway Countian employed friends he now has prints of, ,extinct as many or the now increased fuel consumption ranging from headache and
. of are
KIRK DOUGLAS
with the local Post Office for five different drawings for. infamous covatd bridges
Ends Thor. uterus
the spark plugs, ignition sleepiness to vomiting and
the.
SAIODGRE SS ^
We
pat
thirteen years.
: taming. the air filter and- untonsmousness.
.
.
_.. MAYFIELDPATIENT
- sale to U public lad plans
_
. carburetor . according to - "Prevention is. the • best
Sharon Kay Boggess of , -Larry s pen and ink is are being made for-the-release States, . Kurt said'Hurt's • wife, Faye, is a enigineers with the UK College defenSe against carbon
Kirksey_ Rode One was primarily a series ' of of' more of Its slgetrIses_.10
cademy Award Winner
. dismissed March 31--1'
tbe- --0.11wee'ations depicting the Minted editions in the near beautician at Leta's Beauty of Agriculture Cooperative monoxide poisoning," Moore
WOODY ALLEN
Salon in Murray. They reside Extension Service. For said. In support of National
Community
Hospital... various log and frame future.
7:211
DittoKEA-roN
641 N central5tr
.structures which• are a
!Poi
Mayfield.'I hope that through these with their daughter, Kina, age example, a spark plug that is Poison Prevention Week,
9:06
•
familiar scene in rural prints, people will be able to five, at their home at the in. not functioning properly can March 19-25, he offered the
ThnrThur.
_
western Kseraturiry.
HOSPITAL PATIENT.
-*appreciate more. fully the tersection of Highways - 94 waste as much as one gallon in following suggeitiorcs:
Local
tobacco-barns, corn- vanishing farm structures East and ,1346. :Make sure all fuel-burning
Janie Parker of Kirksey was
every teor.
cribs, and stock, tiaTa built
.
_ beaters and stoves are vented
17 Mint Have
AllSeats-$3410
. dismissed- &irgAlf1111 11.11t _
- - Community
to the outside. If you mustause
Ry F.J:L Rhisingame, MD.
Hosplta-L- -eithicr- of logs or rough sawn
NO13E1pin-1%W Miff:ten PermissionH
framing are of special interest
. Mayfield..
an =vented heater, open a
641 N.Csatral-Cts. SATUR0111
7:15
47.
to Larry.- "I believe:that
WietToiv-- it least one inch.
930
within a few short years the
NIGHi
Never leave an unvented !Thro 4/27
PATIENT AT MAYFIELP
heater on while 'you sleep.
Patsy Jean Chester of old log outbuilding will be a
Murray was dismissed-April-a _thIng_of thepast.._ Before
use a gli1S-range-Or-4Well-to heat a room, a mobile home
from the Community Hospital, time comes I would like to
NOW
recordt_. _Many of--these
or a recreational vehicle.
Mayfield.
WNW
Your car is a source of CO. 121South
1-tich5rcIPIY6(
rtal and genuine medicine conditions, placebos serve - Always leave garage doors
:ved
Mr.from
T. (;,.
Mc
•.
cmcgie
about the use of a false pill for a particular purpose. a very helpful function.
open if you are operating an.
WriVINGFri.-Sem
serve
Placebos
can
a
.eg
Also,
the
recipient
-has
to
as—
--known as a placebo and
automobile
engine
any
orwants to knowe.-114 mich a have respect for.the opin- useftil role in research and inteznal combustion engine praetteerts not onelhical on ion 'of the health • profes- in medical and dental inside. Check the muffler and
sional who prescribes the practice. Proper use can
the -part of the physician.
nomacit that' 1141tbir
be altogether ethical for tail pipes regularly I CO can
medication. .
.
hilcusi.:bride-elect of
the prescriber and benefi- leak into the car if the exhaust.
placebd Is
The
double-1*nd
-Word'
in
Also,
Joel Senah. has selected
system is faulty). Open car
deri
Latin and., _testa With a new Tedica- cial faklie patient.
•
her china.' crystal. pot..1means "to-please." The use tion, a placebo
ay be
iers and stainless frown -of such inactive, harmless, given to half
'patients.
your complete brickl
medicine has been pre- In such a series of cases,
registry.
-scribed for centuries and neither the physicians .nor.,
'
Prices Good Through Sat. April 15t1L2.,,
found useful, and often -the patients know which
Debbie twit kie4 sail
beneficial, in the manage- • half/of the cases. are rebe married May 4. 194.
ceiving the real drug and
ment of illness.
Careful, serious studies which others are ..getting
have been made on the se the plaCebo. Both inedi-H
of the placebo and lienir it - eines are made Co look .
works. It is diffieUlt to alike so that they are-indisexplain how sucji'medica- tinguishable.
tion" ,such a milk war)
The effects on „signs,
can produ relief of symp- symptoms and laboratory
toms.
,•it can relieve results of each case are
pain, essen.,..nervous ten- recorded. Later, the code
sion, or induce sleep. Some is broken so that the physi'----.4athorities feel that the. sians ttnow which cases
effects-demonstrate the in- , have received the real
, Auertre -of- :the mind over medication being-tested. It.
the body.'
should,...k„bettel. than the
1-•.:42:•• • sr....
- Several! factors-are -es= -plat .-44Weet../ri this
_sentisl to the effectiveness nee the benefits, if any, of
SIG {C+of a placebo. The patient a new medication can be.
has to believe that it is a -evaluated. Under these

Wamen ordie-goose met at
the lodge hall for the purpose
of enrolling two candidates,
Vicke Spears and Vickg
• --"Alherker, on Thursday. April 6r..
The door prize won by Judy
Travis. It was reported that
• the Las Vegas Night and
Easter Egg Hunt were very
successful.
A delicious lunch was
served by hostess Natya
„towlin. The next meeting will be
held on April 20.
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Central Shopping Center
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Exposure

Colsen, Henry Warren, Mrs. James
Mrs. - George
chairman of the Loitie Moon Ward, Mrs. Rudolph Howard.
of the First Baptist Mrs. Purdom Outland, and
.. Group
.
Church Women, was hostess Mrs. Earl Warford '
for the group meeting held on
Monday, April 3, at seven p.m
at her home.
"Prayer and Witness" was- -,
BRUNCH FARE
the subject--of the program
Rolls
presented by Mrs. Glenn Kedgeree.
Stuffed Grapefruit
Coffee
Wooden.
STUFFED GRAPEFRUIT
watchword
The
was
For ginger fanciers,
repeated by the group
-2 large seedless_Fspefruit
following the opening prayer
Honey
t
by Mrs. Allen McCoy. Dr. ixrup ginger,preserves
Waggener,
Pauline
banana, sliced
Halve the grapefruit and cut
secretary, gave her reports.
Mee. r. C. Collie, Mrs. Glenn around sections; flick the sec:
Wooden, and Mrs. Codie tions into a bowl; add honey;
Caldwell were named to the cover and chill.:Reniove the
membranes from the grapefruit_
nominating committee.
shells; cover and refrigerate,
Refreshments were--servW At serving time add
the gingerby Mrs. Colson and MrS.- and banana to the
grapefrint;
Wooden. Other present were -return mixture to shells. Makes
Mrs. Lavanche Turner, Mrs. 4 servings.

$199
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KNITS

SAVE % • REG. $2.99
'ON BOLTS •60" WIDE
*SOLID COLORS *ASSORTED STITCHES
SPRING AND SUMMER WEIGHTS

SAVE Y3
REG. $2.99
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••••••••

•KLOPMAN WHIRL-A WA*
•' Plus many others
4."t I
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Mixed infli
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be certain tha
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* TAURUS
Apr. 21 to'?.
Certain chi
be suggested.
agree only it
feasible.
GEMINI
(May 22 to J
Someoppoi
but your keei
humor will h
'points than
obstinacy.
CANCER
(June 22 to.
- You may h
compromisei

from express
be careful wt
follow. Don't
that all sui
conceived.
LEO
(July 24 to A.
Don't di
qualities or''
propositions
attention. Se
talents do
Inactivity.
VIRGO •
(Aug. 2410
The empt
choosing the
Issues on wh
handiwork.
LIBRA
i Sept. 24 to
Quite unei
the solutio
problem_
words could-i
track.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to ,
I
You can
darts& now.
anything -
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"Via STITCH *RIB KNITS
*SUEDE KNITS *CHALLIS KNITS
*PRINTED'INTERLOCKS
*HEAT TRANSFER PRINTS
•NELLY DON KNITS
*GAY GIBSON KNITS •
*BMW- WEIGHIT KNITS
• .*MENSWEAR WITS
*SWEATER KNITS Plus many others

I

liel-Air Shopping ('enter
•

KNITS KNITS

100% POLYESTER KNITS

*CREPE STITCH 'MESH KNITS
*PONTE DE ROMA *RUGBY STRIPES
*FLORAL KNITS 'FANCY T-SHIRT
*WARP KNITS 'JACQUARDS
'TERRY CLOTP KNITS
*SOLID COLOR t-SHIRT KNITS
•110111LTI-STRWE T SHIRT KNITS
"SOLID COLOR It PRINTED IN-

Chicken Fry
'Steak Meal
" $2.29
pLjekedpotato
IMISIZefflWaltdratietildir"
;
Toast,salad, drink
—.-Itrarriciete meat, priced
Uke a snack!

KNITS

Mr. and
Tn., armour
to Timothy
Clendenin o
The bride
the class of
Sullivan's
Mrs. Jennill
and of the Is
The grooi
High School
Mrs. Nona E
Mrs. D. W.(
The wedd
p.m. at the I
-the fellowsh
• will be sent,
dially invite

ALL KNITS iN OUR STORE ARE ON SALE
imp sap
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Turner-Clendenin

me,

ately and see a
vised.
riformation on
On is available
icide and Con.
Safety Branch,
for Human
75 E. Main,

Don't: boil the eggs!

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

Don't boil eggs! Overcooking can make them
tough. Instead cover the, eggs with water and
bring the water rapidly just to boiling. Turn off
the heat, cover the -pan and let eggs stand for 15
minutes for- large size eggs. Adjust the time three
minutes up or down for each size larger or smaller. Cool immediately under cold running water
and refrigerate.
•

Thursday, April'13—
Tuesday, April 11
Welcome Wagon Club will
Calloway. County Freed
meet at the First Christian
Hardeman College Associates
will meet at seven p.m. at the - Church at 7:30 p.m. with the
Program by the Sweet
annex of the Valversity
Adelines.
Of
Christ.
Church
Broom and light bulb sale of
Murray Lions Club will
continue tonight.

t6°1'

-Me
United
Independence
Methodist Church Women will
meet -at seven p.m. at the
church.

Murray TOPS Club will
meet. at seven p. m. at the
Health Center.

Are there green- rings around the ,yolks of
yourhard-cooked eggs' Don't worry, it's just a
. harmless chemical reaction between the iron and
the sulphur in the eggs. Proper cooking and
immediate cooling will , help you avoid ringaround-the-yolks.

Gamma Gamma *Chapter of
Beta Sigma
is scheduled
to meet at seven p.m.

phi

Tuesday, April 11
Household shower for Mike
- and Brenda Collie Parker who
lost their home and contents
by fire will be held-at--the
Dexter Center from seven to
-nine p.m.,. sponsored by
',1111exter Homemakers. All
relatives and friends are invited.

•

es

-3314
'

7:25,
9.25

It's -easier to peel a hard-cooked egg if you
first crackle the shell by gently tapping it on a
counter or tabletop. Then, roll th4 egg between
your hands to loosen the shell. Start peeling at
the large end of the egg where the air cell is
?heated. To ease the shell off; hold the egg under
cold runningewater or dip in a bowl of water as
you peel..

Homemakers Clubs. are
scheduled to meet as follows:
Dexter - at Dexter Center at'.
9:30
a.m.,
lincers.,_
_Progressive, South Murray,
ind Town and Country at
plaoes to be announced.

Recital by Michael J. Shore,
baritone, •Savenna, TII., will
Murray Star Chapter Ncif'
- the Eastern Star , --begin at„-Itil5 p.m.- at tip
433 Order of
•
Farrell Recital Hall, Price
will meet at 730 p. ill. at the
Mr. and Mrs. James Frank Turner( Route One, Puryear
_
. , lodge hall.
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Th., announce the engagement of theirdatfghter, Melee Ann,
.
Murray State University.
to Timothy Allen Clendenin, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Allen
Groups of the Christian
Clendenin of Paris, Tn.
Ellis Center will be open
Women's Fellowship of the
The bride-elect graduated from Henry County High School in
Jamiesen
from ten a.m.to three p.m. for
!First Christian Church will
the class of 1977;and is presently employed as the secretary at
aelivities -byl the Senior
meet aS follows: I with Mrs.
Sullivan's Drug Store-inParis, Tn.She is the granddaughter of
iMJohnRwJjardHewju Frank Holcomb at ten a. m. _ Citizens including devotion at
Mrs. Jennie Paschall of Hazel anti thelate Pareat paeohall- -Emenr with Mrs_kGreg McKee"''
- 1065 am,., own handWOrlf or, ME100T1WMPaberi14:4Uaitsoir-Itoad,'
,
andef the late Mr.and Mrs. Otho Turner of Hazel. - ----- -.
- 47:so p, m. with program by
:just visiting at 10:30 a.m., diet, Ind., announces the engagement and
approaching
The groom-elect will be a 1978 graduate of Hairy County kenbeard.
lunch
at noon, and table marriage of their daughter, Nila- Catherine, to John
Mrs. Jim Clin
Richard
High School and is engaged in fanning. His grandparents are
games at one p.m.
Hewitt, son Of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond T. Hewitt, 813 Sharpe
Mrs. Nona Ervin and the-late Hulie Revel and the late Mr. and
Street, Murray.
Tuesday, April 11
.
Mrs. D. W. Clendenin.
. Thetrideselect is-the granddaughter of Mrs. Lillian ThomThe wedding tall take place on Saturday, June 17, at 7:30 - Murray ,State. Women's
pson of Boirinville, Ind.;and Mr. and Mrs. Whitney Jamieson of
- Friday April 14
' - p.m. at the Fairview Baptist Church. A reception will follow in Track Team will meet the
women's teams from Austih
Evansville, Ind. She is• 1974 graduate of Castle Hgh School
jtio'f-th
ba
'
H
k
g
the fellowship-hall-ef-the-eharete-OnIT-auf-ef-tovai-invitations• p
eay and western Keeteek_ .,
burgh, Ind., and-is a communicationi major at Murray
a'-'---- will be sent, and all friends and relatteet0MS-couple are corChili will Meet with Mrs. Ivan 15r-ew
State University where she is a member of the Sigmas of
Universities
in a triangular
- Outland at 1:30 'p.m.
.
dially invited to attend.
Sigma Chifraternity.
meet at Stewart Stadium at
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs'. A. R.
230 p.m.
_
Trombone- recital by Philip
Hewitt
of Hendersonville,'Fn.. and the late Mr. and Mrs.- John'.
- - -- -- - Read, Paducah, will be at
W. Whitnell of Murray. He was graduated from Murray High Concert by soprano Ciamma
seven p.m. in Old Recit,
alHall
Dale will bepresented by- the—
priee-Doytertne ArU Center, School intheelassof 1-974-antits a business malragement-majo
Murray
Civic
Music - and a trumpet recital by Roy at Murray State University where ,he is a member of §igma.,Chi fraternity.
Association
at
eight
_p
.
.
m. in
B.Tighe., Huntsville, Ala., will ._
_
FrasceS.Dralte...:
.- ,
'
The wedding will-take place
the
Lovett
on- Saturday, May 77, at seven
Auditorium,
be
at
8:15
p.m. in Farrell
FOR WEDNESDAY,APRIL 12, 1978
p.m. at the Main Street General Baptist Church, Boonville,
Murray State University.'
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine'What kind of day ,will of any rutin which you may find
Ind., with a reception to follow the ceremony. No invitations
Admission is bY membership
Arts
Center,
Murray State
tomorrow be? To find out what "yourself.
are being sentlataitirray,andsairiewis-arkd-reiatives-arein----cantUniversity:,
ffe tars say, read the forecast SAGITTARIUg_
vited to attend.
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
given for your birth Sign.
Sociologist
Michael
stimulates
Miller
of
favorable,
Jupiter,
•
ARIES
your skills and talents. You
Vanderbilt University *ill
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Mixed influences. YoU may should accomplish much. Keep
speak at seven p.m. in Room
have a desire to do something the ball rolling, the door to
423, Fine Arts Building,
"different- but, before you do, opportunity open.
Murray State University:This
be certain that it will be to your CAPRICORN
*free and open to the Public_
to
(Dec.22
Jan.
20>
advantage.
• Give careful thought- to
* TAURUS
".
financial affairs - not ally Al'
t21)
Wednesday, April 12
1 Apr. 21 to
Certain cttanges of plan may business-wise but where your
Trombone recital by Tim
be suggested. DisciSts fully and ‘personal budget is concerned. - Bowling,Eenderson, will be at
agree only if they seem truly, En speculative matters, go slow-.
seven p.m. in the Farrell
AQUARIUS
feasible
„,
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
GEMINI
iII
Arts Center Murray State
Get together with those inf
ilitMay 22 to June 21) Ita

ffiss Malea .4nn Turner
• and Tinidilky Allen
• Clendertirt

•

Miss Kilaratherine

Your Individua

•

14h:44r

,

Some-opposition possible now, volved in current projects if-it
but your keenness and sense of would bring about better unhumor will help you win more derstanding, further progress.
points than would force or Your own'-answers" could be-a
bit off.
obstinacy.
'
PISCES
CANCER
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
•
i June 22 to-July 23)alreitations
You may have to make some " Unexpected
compromises. Restrain no one could mar your day, so be alert
from expressing his opinion, but at all times. Do YOUR part to
be careful whom you eventually maintain harmony.
follow. Don't, however, suspect
YOU BORT"( TODAY- are
that all suggestions are illendowed with a magnetic
conceived.
personality, tremendous amLEO
fl. .
bition and a gift of leadership
July 24 to Aug. 23 tP64-Vo•
Don't dissipate valued- whieh is trulY extraordinary.
qualities or waste time. Reject Not as impulsive as others born
propositions unworthy of your under your Sign....seu think
attention. See- to It that your calmly and, objectively before
-fi't
talents do not rut( throtigh speaking or acitng,.so do
into as much "hot water" as
Inactivity.
some of your zodiacal brothers
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) .nrA and sisters. This ability to
The emphasis is now on analyze and rationalize is a
choosing the correct project and great asset to any one of tit,. ).
issues-on which to shower your-, many rareers from which you
handiwork. No daydreaming! have to choose -- especially in
the law which, in your case,
LIBRA
1Sept. 24 to Oct. 23, An, would probably lead to eminent
Quite unexpectedly you find statesmanship. You are enthe solution to a _difficult dowed with creative ability,problem. Another's casual too: Your gift of words makes
words could put you on the right you an excellent writer. your
love of beauty, an outstanding
track.
painter or musician and, as a
SCORPIO
salesman or promoter, you can
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
You( can afford to be a bit be tops. Birthdate of: Henry
,American
early--daring now. Do something - Cita,
arlthing - to lessen the depth

Specials Good
through Saturday
15thIll

The special Insole C011iar1116
to the curse of your toes

Scholl's ezatisiiVElitsole conforms .
Y_eraato.ur_•fy_osu• foot a/Lvov walk.
Slip into The Shadow and ehiciy
an incredibly comfortable all-leather
sandal with a gently paddedarch •
and fully adjustable leather straps
Alien-wear it for awhil As you .
—^Ve1t the unique confora*glasole
actually shapes itself totheecrntours
040Auclactgaringyou a ci sin
comfortable fit.
The Shadow. Who but Schell
a.
would come up with such a unique
.and comforting idea'
•
•

rniirersits7.Wednesday, April 12

Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at one p. m.
_ Homemakers -Clubs will
meet as follows: Pacers with
Maxine Scott at 9:30 a. m.;
South Pleasant Grove at..9430
a. m. at Uncle Willie's Trading
Post to go to Brandon Springs;
Harris Grove at Ellis Center
at ten a. m.; Pottertown at
Colonial House Smorgasbord
at ten a. m.; New Concord and
New Froutier,,-,-plithe
to be
announced.
Circles of First United •
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Hannah with
Mrs. Barbara Priddy, Ruth
Wilson at the church, and
Wesleyan,et place to be announced,all at 7:30 p. m.
Murray Bass Club will

meet_

at Triangle Inn at 6:30 p. mi

-

-1.4-nn
Grove
United
Methodist Church Women is
scheduled to meet athvo p. m.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at seven p.
m. •
Congregate meal site for
senior citizens will be open
from 10:30- a. m. tø 2:30 p.m.
and call 753-0929 by 11:15 a.m.
for transportation.
Bowling for senior citizen§
will be at Corvette. Tapes at

Trust This Teen •
To Behave Herself
By Abigail Van Buren
-

DEAR ABBY: I am a =14-year-old,girl and inC dad and I
disagree_on_something I hope you will be able to help, us
settle. He says he will abide by your decision.
My friend Sue's mother.works all day and she thinks it's
OK for Sue to have Heidi(both boys and girls)over to the
houseIrdm 3:30te 5. At Sue's, w play_pool, cards andiutit talk. My clait'has forbidden me fos go to Sue's after school _—
anymore. He says he trusts ine, but doesn't think that girls..
my age should be in a house with boys unsupervised. I've
tried to tell him that nothing gOe
-s owthere (it doesn't). Ha_
thinks a boy might try to get Something off me and I'm nbt
mature enough to say no.
How do you feel about this?
FOURTEEN ANDDECENT

DEAR FOURTEEN: U you have proven yourself to be a
decent, honest, obedient and sensible girl, I see no reason
why you shouldn't be allowed to go to Sue's after school- -a
few days a week. Not every day, however. Playing pool
and cards and "Just talking" is fun, but it doesn't get Your
homework done. -I think teenagers should be allowed a
reationable amount of freedom to socialize, providing they
are always where they ally they will be. and always come
home when they say they
DEAR ABBY: NOT MEDDLING was upset with her
daughter-in-law for failing td acknowledge her weddieg
gifts three months past the wedding. This brings up an
insportartt issue: - Why wasn't the mother-in-law- equallyupset with her son? Half the gifts were probably from his
friends,and relatives, Why didn't he write?
My husband and I both wrote our thank-you note -he'
_, to those he knew;.and I to those I knew.
As long as women accept ttle full burden for these
time-consuming tasks,'they will be made -to feel guilty if
the tasks aren't performed. '
- LUCKY AMD-KNOWS IT

DEAR LUCKY: You're on target. A surprfabig number
of readers wrote to expEess the mune sensible view. ,

110p. m.
--, Thursday, April 13
North Pleasant 'Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church Women will meet at
the home of Margery
Crawford at seven p.m. with
Virginia Jones ..as program
leader,
Muff
-AY-Girt Scout Neigh- boiMaod will Meet at the.Girl
Prn• •M•u'rrsy Chapter No. •92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
at the lodge had at 7:30 p.m

Dixieland Center 753-9668

• Grove 126 of theWoodmen of
the World WM meet at the
Murray Woman's Club House
at ail .m

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are getting-ilk:Mg iti
years. He made'out_ a will, but t have none:
.
that if

My husband telle nip
he dies first, everythinerwdl
go to me.
But what if .1 die-first? Everything I own will go to him,

and there are a few personal things - I would like members
of rity %mil)
,to have, My htisOnd is not the kind of per-son
who would carry out my w 1Aes, even knowing- what they
were.
- I don't want to cause a rya!, but I would feel better
knowing that if I went firs!, my few personal things would
those
. I want to havre tbem. How can this be
•
11i4beisitillg..!ot-ydar_ answer. -DEAR OVER:
as'etiacsigrfoictO draw iso a W4Ifin it
law f• r
was for rear huobemd. .'e-yours

Do you wish you had more- friends'', For the secret of

F

popularity, get Abby's tie* booklet: "Row To lk Popular;
Yowl:* Nowa Too You
or Tea Old_" Sons! al with'u tong.selleddresocd, stamp 124 rental envelope tit' Abby, 132

. Lasky Drive,Beverly

ills. Calif. 90212.

IT
'
e insole caps to the .
shape ot yout heal

• One-third lb.-afresh ground beef. cheese
• Fresh creamy cOle slaw
• Golden brown french fries
• Pas a_I§jp.;,4,,Scgratcols.
,
,
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-

•
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Time*,
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Low Down
ti4 Joe Crump

Speech Team Definitely
Number OneOne

I.)". .
REP.F. J. ST GERMAIN
.1 plan to Introduce legislation to
provide clear authority for consumers
to receive interest on checking accounts in all types of federal chartered
depository institutions. .
'"At this moment, we have a myriad
of Federal laws and regulations -whieh
'do nothing but hamstring the checking
account customer and dampen competition among financial 'institutions.
'"Ihe proposed legislation would:
_ First, end the 45-year-old prohibition
- against the payment of interest by
commercial banks on demand
checking accounts.
Second, - give federally chartered
• 'savings and loan assoctatirs and
credit unions explicit authority to
-provide checking accounts for their
.customers and members.
'Just recently, the Federal Reserve
has;-issued reguandons proposing that
commercial banks' be allowed to make
"automatic" transfers of-funds from
savings to checkingattstiiints - a first
cousin to the payment of interest on
• demand deposits. _
"The Congress has authorized NOW
accounts (negotiabledrawal) in 6 New England States, but
not in the other'44 States.
"It is time to stop this banking
gimmickry and allow the consumer a

•

neon'teem

..
14

'
...O.

Paying Interest On
Checking Accounts

It always makes us feel good
— in which 88 schools from
when a deserving group of across Kentucky were entered
receives — is a major accomplishment.
young_. people
recognition for their hard Work. To win, the state tournament
Such was the case this past two years in a row is an
weekend when the Calloway achievement that proves how
County High School Speech good the CCHS Speech Team
Team won the Kentucky State really is.
Speech Tournament for the •
This past season has been the
second yea;in a row.
u-st ever undefeated season for
This group of students, tinder
:Luker Spank—and Debate
the very capable lnadership_of -,-toam. The state tournament
coach Larry England, his- .crovaris an appropriate end to
proven itself time -and time*-1Mtifeason.
. again by winning tournaments . 'We eongratulate every memall over the region.
ber Cl the -Speech team and
And we know- of no other Coach England. We also tip our
group that works any harder hats to the parents of the team
toward its goals that the Laker Members,the teachers,and the
•
Speech Team—
entire Calloway County School
To Win the state tournameta System.

Agree Ot;Not

Congressional
Record

•
a-,

N;y•

• •••S

FROM THE

Next-the hard part

C. Van Curl*

Garrotis"Galley

New Laws Affect
Horse Racing

Service

By hi.e.fiarrett

.• -Ay
. AP
Q.

straight-forward freedom of choice in
handling his. checking account. The
depressida-generated fears about the
volatility of checking accounts are long
out-moded and are groundless in an
industry now highly sophisticated and
wth accounts backed by $49,000 of
federal insurance. . .
"Financial institutions will compete
for these funds on a straightprice basis
and will be in a position to give up many
of the costly giveaways and other
gimmicks now employed to attract
deposits. The direct competition in the
marketplace - on the basis of explicit
price -- will be beneficial to both the
•financial institutions, and the con.
,
ClittiMP .GRASS
ROOTS CollailENT.
Checking accounts earning interest
could replace the smallsavings account
that allow withdrawals at any time.
The saiige- -in,ettecking accounts is
evidenced by the increased number,of
individuals, who leave cash at home,
and pay for groceries at the super.
market with a personal check.

Looking Back

•

10 Years Ago

The Blood Bank Program of the
--Callo-Wast-_County- -Chapter' Itha
American Red Cross is assured to be
continued for another year with the
announcement by the Murray Moose
Lodge No. 2011 that they would donate
8300 to the program, according to Jean'
Blankenship,executive secretary.of the
y -•
Calloway Chapter
-Deaths- reported include Mrs. Edith
remodeled into the main library, Was
Garland,' age 63, Mrs. Ignastius
under construction.
Kolinski, Mrs. Roy (Cora) Johnston,
Marshall Gilliam„ Sr., age 60, and
Jones, age tri.
-Dr. Wood," Russ recalled,"-had-a- Charlie
as superlatives of the senior
xiled
e
NIway of starting a building before he had
Murray
High School- are Ada
of
Class
would
be
figuring
it,
for
all the money
Sue Hutson, David Wall, Susan Nance,
be able to get more by the time conWilliam Bryant, Mary Ann' Melugin„
struction reached the point where more
Braxton Williams, Linda Sue Damen,
was needed. So, in building the student
K.
Stephen Keel, Jan Cooper, Ricky
all
in
put
them
had
union building, he
the. ducts for the chillers lair con- -1Wri1ler, Linda Carol Billington; Dale
ditioning 1, .but he didn't buy any. ,---Hughes, Mary -Hopson, Gary Lamb,
Kathy Converse, and Allan Beane.
chillers at that time. Instead, he took
A new special collections department
that money and added more space to
Is being added to the library at Murray
the building, making it larger.
State University.
"When the building was finished,
Folger's coffee is advertised at 69
here he came to Frankfort after money
cents for a one pound can in the ad for
for the chillers. 'Can you imagine a fine
Parker Food Market this week.
building like that without air conditioning!,' he would exclaim. Things
got pretty sticky over the minter as he
Pictured today it the student body of
went round and round with the state
of Little Rock School, located about
1904
•
people.
one mile south of Kirksey. The picture
''Then one day Governor (Bert)
is the property of Mrs.-Parker HarrelL,
Combs said to me, "Russ, go down to
The annual report of the Calloway
Murray and see what it will take to get
County Health Department for 1957 has
Ralph Woods happy. Work things out
been mimeographed and bound, and is
some way."
now being clistribured to- interested
persons. Figures show 7,625 im+++
munizations were given during the year _
Russ came .to Murray as directed,
by the department.
arriving, in a driving rainstorm. "I
The Murray State College Choir,
found the Administration Building(now
composed of *membert, directed by
Wrather Hall) and parked in the
-Prof. Robert Baar, will appear on the parking area right behind it," he said_
program,"Songs Of Faith" on Apra n"Then I ran for the building, getting
on Louisville WHAS-TV. Prof. Jahn C.
soaked in the process.
Winter will be the accompanist.
Ottis Valentine, Scout Commissioner,
"But just as I ran in the door, a man
has announced pack committees and
grabbed me by the arm and said, 'You
cubruaSters for the annual Field Day of
can't park there! What do you mean
the Scouts on May 2 at the Murray City
parking in that area?' Apparently, he
Park.
thought I was a student - and I was
New officers of the Delta Department
rather young looking then.
of the Murray Woman's Club are Mrs:
"I'm only going to be in here for a few
Matt Sparkrian, Miss 1Lqrene Swann,
minutes,' I stammered,taken aback by
Miss _Ruth Lassiter, and Mrs. Graves
his aggressiveneal.'Can't help it,' the
Sledd.
man went on, you can't park in that
lot"

new lawn afFRANKFORT-Oa
He pointed out some of the impects
fecting horse racing in Kentucky were
that must be studied just as Churchill's.
• —
passed by the 1978 General Assembly.
general manager, . Bob _Gorham,
The one affecting thoroughbred
Russell
Mc lure, -1 Kentucky's
commissioner to have.--At'a -luncheon
pointed'oat than.interview.
for the visiting dignIt.arlfo1lowthg the
executive secretary for fiance and
racing the most ,in the state is HB 766
Gorham said there is the protein of
that establishes the Churchill Downs
groundbreaking, he was urged to
administration in Gov. -Julian Carroll's
overtime and maybe double pay for
Authority and authorize the issuance oft- parodutuel clerks and other track
cabinet, was di town last week to take
repeat the Story he loves to tell about
boadstapurchase_thefamed race track
his first- visit-to the- Murray -campus.
_
personnel for Sunday and it might not part in the- groundbreaking coremdnies
He had just graduated from Tran-from the present stock owner; now a
for Murray State's new Student Center,
be, profitable to operate Sunday racing.
_
. stock corponition.
Jim Williams, -public relation 'being built just north of the Carr Health .sylvania College -in Lexington and had
landed a job in nearby Frankfort in the
This bill does not mean that the
Building. .
director - at Keeneland, said his board
-Commonwealth at Kentucky, through
Department of Finance as a budget
Russ is an old friend. He was director
has shown no interest in Sunday racing.
analyst working with higher education.
• this newly-created agency, will acquire
of lxisiness affairs at Morehead State
Races are run only five days during
Ward Oakes was the finance corn• Churchill Downs any time in the near
Keeneiand's spring and fall meetings, ,University when I was on the staff
there. Later, be became its vice- - missicner, which possibly explains why
•
.Tuesday through Saturday. • •.
former Morehead- ,President Adron
-4.Lisafriassed more or less as a safety
president for administrative affairs.
Vance said if Sunday racing Is
Doran named one of the streets on the
• measure in case some outside interests
We became and have remained good
adopted at Latonia the dart.day no
Morehead campus ,"Ward Oakes
try to acquire this historic racing plant.
racing), Wednesday, might be changed frlends.
Drive."
Last week was the first time I had
An out-of-state group tried a fesi-years
to Monday.''.we have to ialoaa close
"I thought that was great," Russ
seen Russ in 10 years. He is a delightful,
ago, but the stockholders-refid to. look,7...V4Ince said.
said. "Me, young and just out of •
• HB 424 passed the House but failed to • personable fellow, and it was good
college, having the chance to work with
The bill provides that the tract be -'-pass the -Senate. This
especially on the
-bil:1 wöffave seeing him again
all the state's presidents and the people
csierated as an irrevocable trust,
required Churchill Downs to register Murray campus.
who worked with them." At the time,
governed bY trustees named by the
1-1-+
box seats for the Derby jointly in the
the late Dr. Ralph H., Woods was
governor.
Russ is a colorful story teller and has
husbands and wife's name. When the
Murray's president, and the Waterfield
_. Trustees may be appointed by the
husband dies now, the wife does not a great sense of humor - a characgovernor after the bill becomes law in
teristic you wouldn't expect a finance Student Union Buildin&-__ no being
retain'the right to the box.
mid-June. The trustees could then
make a proposal to the board of
It H1141;1011 F.4 dlr.:Pill Robert
directOrs of Churchill Downs. If the
-stockholders and board refuse the offer.,
then there would be no change. --Chairman William H. May of the
Kentucky Racing Association said the
bill looks tit. the future when some
present-stockholders die and their heirs
may want to sell the stock.
Senate Blli 21114-nanda require Kentucky racetrackIntim over uncliamed
lrinningpl613110101 tickets to-the State
lacing Commiseion. The funds would
pledge to simplify and rationalize counter
WASHINGTON-A clue to where
President's
the
to
than be used to establish a Kentucky
found
is
wrong
gone
programs before adding new reorganization commitments by
existing
has
Carter
Jimmy
Racing Health and Welfare Fund to
dollars or new programs to them.", establishing a new entity that
in the rejection of four-Month-old adgive financial assistance to racing
if
memo contunued. "A.4 the duplicates functions already performed
Salamon's
limb"
a
on
"out
be
would
he
that
vice
personnel, to be funded from proceeds
institutional embodiment of those elsewhere." Now, Congress may save
new spending prograiiii-for the cities
tram the unclaimed tickets.
pledges., our- failure to protect the Mr. Carter from himself by delaying
were proposed within the bureaucratic
The winning tickets would be turned
president vigorously on this point could action-on the bank this year.
streamlining promised in the Carter
Over to the sheriff of the county where
be costly."
campaign..
Even so, who will effectively promote
the track is located two years after
It was too late, said Salamon, for • this and other reorganization schemes
A Dec. 5 staff memorandum contheir valid date. The sheriff would then
ee
reorganization schemes if, the urban now that Bert Lance is gone? The
taining that warning is consigned to
alivertise tickets and askes owners to
plan were released before Christmas. logical answer is the man who claimed
plan
urban
Carter's
limbo. Presilent
claim payment. Proceeds form the
But they could be ready by March. national credit for modernizing the
word
a
not
cOntains
27
March
unveiled
unclaimed tickets-would go to the fund.
Certainly there was no disputing the Georgia state government' Jimmy
about reorganizing the inefficient,
HB 616 establishes the Kentucky
sprawling •bureaucracy which sprays -need:-"All parties seem to agree that Carter. But even Carter aides say the
thoroughbred development fund which
-But it's raining hard,' Lprotested.
the fragmented. disjointed character of President, entranced by his role .of
tax money into the cities. No such plan
would provide supplemental purses for
At that,• he jerked out his fountain pen
A constitution_ for the Murray Youth
federal programs in this area is a big world leader, has no time for such
will be offered this year. Nor is there
Kentucky sired thoroughbreds. This
and, pulling the top off with his teeth
Center
was adopted at a meeting held '
problem."
the
of
part
future.
any firm commitment for the
•
tedium.
will be funded by Three-nineteenths of
while he fumbled in his pockets for
April 9 at Murray High School
not
did
HUI).
include
parties"
programs
"All
_
urban
inmess.
the
Since.
Multiplespaces
on
blank
in
Filting
annual race track excise taxes now
some paper with the other, he
auditorium, according to Chad Stewart
The attitude ther was epitomized by choice option papers five days before
generally (and in the Department pf
collected
demanded, 'What's your name and
and Pat Sykes, committee chairmen.
'Harris
Roberts
on
Patricia
Secretary
Development
Urban
and
Housing
the
released,
was,
plan
urban
the
HB 546 provides for appaloosas horse
address, boy?'
The local Farm Bureau Otfice, 200*
NBC's "Meet the Press" April 2 when
HUD) specifically is not disputed at
President instinctively 'rejected new
racing, but an important part of the bill
"I .told him and he wrote it down.
Maple
Street, Murray, Harvey Dixon,
asked
why
existing
one
not
program
not
for
reason.
the
House,
White
the
characthen
and
programs
spending
legalizes Sunday racing in the state.
Then he said, 'Your parents are going
secretary, will now accept payments
-was_ eliminated: "There were no teristically was talked into accepting
reorganizing it this year is wholly
Apparently only one track in Kento hear about this. You can bet your
for electric bills for the West Kentucky
programs that We felt at this moment them ,after all (the final, chaotic
political. Administration officials
amity, Latonia, is interested in Sunday
boots on that! Now, get that car outs
pourraatilon!:lectric .Cooperative CorR
was
eliminated
each
be
because
should
privately admit they dare not anger big
meeting lasting to 2 a.m.) But there is
racing at the moment. Latonia
that parking area!'
poration.
a
need."
meeting
real
very
an
and
in
mayors
leaders
city
black
no evidence he felt "out on a limb"
President David Vance said in a
Deaths reported inchide Miii,:titto S.
"And that, ladies and gentlemen, is
HUD's resistance coincided with the with out a reorganization plan. That
election year.
telephone interview that we will take
Parks,
age 36, John A. Hart, age 72, and
Vice
by
review
over
how
program
I
presided
the
remember
my
visit
first
following
to
Carter
Mr.
shows
That
who
those
aides
presidential
supports
close look at the possibility of Sunday
Elmer Paschall, age 54
Murray. I had come down here to give
President Walter Mondale to establish fear Mr. Carter has forgotten a major
conventional wisdom in politics that he
racing to see if it codid be profitable."
I)r. D. F Fleming, professor of
Dr. Woods another hunk of money so he
priorities for 1978. Mondale, a more forte behind his ascenrtfnd his 'brief
defied in his spectacular climb from
Political science at Vanderbilt
convent icrual politician that the enjoyment of national popularity
could put air-conditioning in his new
nowhere. Preoccupied with global
he
Murray Ledger & Times
University, Nashvfille, Tn., radio
student union building and got chased
President, was scarcely the one to
diplomacy, he now relies for domestic
off the administrative parking lot by J. s commentator on world' affairs, and
place reorganization above spending
strategy on the judgement .of eonWalter Apperson
Publisher
aiithifr of a number of books on the
to Mondale about
Matt Sparkman."
"When we talked .
:
'ventional politicians. So the pledge to
H Gene tacCutr-twori
F.4s4or
•
relation of the United States to world
is published
-&Times
WRITE 4,1.F.T1FAI
reorganization," one reorganizer' tom
reorganize government that helped win
Ilte Murray Leigar
awry afterricas *wept Sundays. July 4,( Vogl
'
politics, spoke to approximately 2,000
-Letters to the editor are welcomed
as, "we heard doubts about how oun
the presidency sinks to low priority.
miss Day. New Yowl Dey and Thanksopyrulg by
J Matt, one of the most colorful
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and encouraged. All letters must be
political freight and the President can
not so clear last Dec.. 5 when
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administrators ever to walk the Murray
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Administration. He retired six years
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doub1e4aced whenever possible
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year
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- Here's-the Answer
eighth of an inch overhang,
Ay ANDY LANG
which can be bled off later.
AP Nearsfeatures a
When making curved cuts, use
Q.
I ern adding an extena keyhole saw.
sion to my -garage so that two
cars can be put in it. The existQ. -L We Will be finishing our
ing shingles, are black and I
basement this summer and are
can't seem to get black asphalt
not sure about the. lighting re*Nies. Do I have to comquirements, since we expect to
pletely woof the old garage or
use the downstairs area mainly
should I put up new shingles on
for games for our teen-age chilthe addition and paint them?.
dren We have some lighting
Roofing manufacturers
A.
recommendations, but these
now advise against painting asteem to be for an orclinary finphalt shingles. Painting can inished basement and we wantato
validate a manufacturer's guarantees and cause other irob-_, know if they will hold up for a
basement to be used for recreaterns, especially if the paint Li
,not totnpatible. with the - - tonal activities:
A. - You did not say what
- shingles' Ask your dealer if he •
the recommendations are, so it
can get black shingles_ and, if •
he seems reluctant, get the, is impossible to tell you whether they are sufficient. However,
manufacturer's address and
If the area is .to be designed
write to him yourself. However,
Just for garnet you should pro• -A . even if you are able to get new
vide a recessed box, minimum
black shingles,some color variation will be visible because the •10 inches by 10 inches, with a
maximum 100-watt bulb for ev• 'shingles already .there have
ery 40 square feet or ajouvered
been,exposed to the sun's rays.
downlight for an R-40, 150-watt
Later, color venation& betweep
for_itscry._311..square
,
the akiand_the'new_willba-lessfeet. For an even higher level
- noticeable. It is also well to reof general lighting, use a remember that different planes of
•
cessed Or surface-mounted fluy,orescent fixture with two 407'-- Making it even less likely iat
watt home-line tubes for every
• • anyone will notice color vari40 square feet. A ceiling fixture
ations.
also should be placed over a
specific game area - such as a
Q. - I intend to make a new
table tennis. top - in addition
,counter top for our kitchen, usto the general lighting.
ing laminated plastic sheets to
cover the present wood surface:
For either of Andy Lang's
What is the best way to cut the
Booklets, "Roofing Guide" or
plastic to fit the area around
"Wood Finishing in the Hgme,"
the sink?
, A. - Make a paper or card-- -send 35 cents and a long,
board template or model. Whin
-- -STAMPED, self-addressed encutting She laminate to-the pat-- - velope to Know-How, P.O. Box
477, fluntington, N.Y. 11743.
tern, keep the decorative aide.
Questions of general interest
- -ef-dite-pliestie-up; trent-a- fine--- - -lath be answered Irilhe CisTumn,
toothedeaw-ead cutting only on
but individual correipondence
cannot be undertaken.)
. the downstrolte. Allow one-
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OUTDOOR living areas of this A-frame include a covered patio, large deck
-and bedroom balconies. The inside of Lester-Coheres Plan Ha 1033C fitftures
a large living-dining area,two bedrooms anda bath on the first floor and two
master bedrooms and two baths on the second floor. This plan offers 1,165
square feet on the first floor, 700 on the second and 620 on the lower level. For
more information, write -to the archttsceneketrig- a stamped, selfaddreseadeseelope-at 48 West 48th S.,,i.ilsenotlikidayrYorlt. N.Y.)0036.
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•
are-a -"-'111 fil-rus'--laced ranges. But everything „iitcheir
tory. They reflect' tech-not- was glossy-white, rnakeig
Cabinets are manufactured
cagy. culture, and the evolving kitchen style
period
cold and s- terile. in 'authentic
role eff women.
igais-Early American,
Finally, with iciti optionc
Iti7grati4mh-S---daT- when women outside
the home.. editerranean„ ,traditional
woman's place was in the computer-age appliances,
and and contemporary-and
kitchen and tneals were made fineacipaugn
cabinets, kitchens re(inished- in / attractive
from scratch, the room tend- took another
step forward. woodgrain patterns such as •
ed to be large and its style Now they
emphasize push- walnut, fruitWood, cherry,
heavy. Kitchens housed bulky button
convenience, easy- birch, or in white and gold.
stoves,„ sijuat iceboxes, clum- care, and
elegance.
Besides beauty,' cabinets
sy wooden cupboards,and big
To merit a place in today's offer improved
storage cawork tabtes: Cooking :and__ -kitchen:equipment and fur- pacity. Preassembled units
cleanup took time and - hard nishings
must look as good as are available in a variety of
work Still, kitchens seemed - they perform-and
they must sizes and shapes for, installato have a homey charm
perform well Cabinets are an tion on walls,
under counters,
'•A 'generation later, the example.
'and in corners They come
kitchen theme became "less
The National Kitchen with or without drawers
and
work for mother " It was per- Cabinet Association points
out shelves, and have optidnal
sonified by refrizetators. , that rmsdern
cabinets do more features to handle
special
dishwashers and enamel-surthan store. They also set the storage needi:'' nu-II-out
bins
and basket's, adjustable or
lazy-susan shelves, slide-out
towel racks, .built-in bread
boxes.
Another bonus is -- quality
there are any suspected heirto reUrement.
construction. On _Dousing, he' recommends - -looms, have the • items appraised:" he advises.
thist-approach:
Precision manufacturing
Try to pinpoint the area
Dickinson also provides a
techniques • and Modern
you'd like to settle in: write to
checklist of economic considermaterials produce cabinets
the state department of aging
ations. "For a comfortable rethat can withstand years of
located in the state capital:
tirement, you need an income
use in the kitchen.
write to the chamber of comof about $10,000, depending on
NKCA- certified cabinets
merce; subscribe, to the local
the area, and a nest egg of
paper; vacation there; rent a
have to meet the construction
atiOnt the same amount. Most
home in your preferred corer__ of your major obligations
and performance standards of.
munity before buying one.
should be paid off, such as
the American National StanTo size up a community, he
mortgages, Plus, you need
dards Institute (ANSI)
suggests investigating these
some study in advance, so
Certification is granted only
areas: Climate and environyou'll know what to expect."
after
tahinets haitor passed
ment; health facilities-, Sousing
cana-edes
Although, he
that
stririgeht laboratory tests of
costs and availability; cost of
emotional adjustments will
living; leisure time activities;
have to be made, Dickinson as- structural integrity and finish
special services for senior citiresistance Testing covers
serts "I've found that you won't
zens.
miss the folks at home as much
common kitchen conditions,
Dickinson emphasizes the imas you think you will."
impacts frbm dropped obportance of renting a home ilia
It is his feeling that "if yak jects, - overloaded - shelves,
new community first: "Don't , want to commit yourself to the
repeated knee closing of base
buy before you try. Swap your
future, you have to break with
cabinet doors,.water splashes.
own house, rent it out, but don't
the past." '
heat, humidity, grease and
sell and move right off.
. If you belong to a group oy
potentially - abrasive food
"A house," he continues, "is
club, transfer your membership
stains.
when you move to your retireas pers'onal as your dreams
NKCA notes that while
ment community, he suggests
and as practical as your pockwomen work less in today's
"You're bound to find people
etbook. It should -satisfy -both
with similar interests, or from
kitchen, cabinets work hardbefore you commit yourself."
the same area. It's important er Only cabinets that meaIf you decide to move to anto be active in a church% serv- sure up to the ANSI standards
other area, Dickinson recomice organization or- hobby
mends selling some of your furare qualified to display the
grout)"
niture to help cut down moving
round, blue and white WA
costs. "If the furniture is orcertification seal Inside a door
"Sunbelt Retirement" 15
dinary, have a tag sale. If
or drawer.
published by E.P. Dutton.)
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One business that has
appearance. Cabinet x
- benefited from high new-. provide virtually all the
While economists debate in- home construction cOsts is storage area in kitchens mid
flation indexes, grain deals remodeling. With marketing bathrooms, and are 'the best
and harvest expectations, the forecasts so rosy. Mothers are chance these workrooms have
American homemaker knows referring,proudly,to -"my son, to achieve elegance at reg•
one thing for certain. Food the remodeler." •
sonable cost.
• )t 'costs are still rising-.----- In 1977, says: Qualified
What's more, says NKC4,
For some, high prices mean Hemodeler magasite, almost there's a wide variety br
doing without specialty items 617-billion was realitedby the.
-1- preassenibIeready-toand chdlee cuts_ For others; professional ',segment of the__ install cabinets-available iacutting back to the-basics.
giant rethodeling market."' standard sizes, shapes, riect- .
The --Na ttbh al-ICl/then Another 617-billion was spent styles at kitchen and bath
Cabinet Association suggests on modernization by do-it- dealers and building, supply.
there are ways to set a good yourselfers
centers. This makes cabinets
table _despite_ a_. tight budget. _ With, these indications -that a practica12-rernodeling-item -. -But, it takes shopping know- Americans are wedo_the for competent home handy-bow and-storage space.
.
"when you can't move7itim- men-as well as for -pros "
- -NKCA notes, for instance, prove" concept, some experts
Whoever does the installathat most cities have bakery predict that modernization tionp NKCA recommends use
reaTaridC-hre will" bcome allitT-billion in- of well made and durRile
cost-Substantially less than at dustry within five years. cabinets-those bearing the
supermarkets. Fruits and veg- Assuming the 50/50 market
blue and white NliCA ceretables can be purchased for . split with do it yourselfers
tification seal. It assures conles8 at farmers' markets. In will continue, professional
sumers that cabinets and
some • -areas, 'families haye rernodeterit'elinTIOnATOrwThiit'vanitiet meet thestrict conformed cooperative* in order to a hefty $30-billion annual _ struction and performanei
to buy all kinds , of food at share by 1961.
standards , of the American
wholesale prices.
Why the remodeling frenzy? . National-.Standards Institute.
_To sae money on grocer- Rising new borne costs is an
NP.CA, It S impor---&-vidiis answer. The pri& -a-1:- -"This eel:filiation seat
tant to become a comparison the average single-family • usually found inside cabinet
shopper. Check unit prices to • home has been put at $55,900
doors or drawers, can be dia;
.he sure. of getting-the'most
ectimpared'
" played -only afteF -the kittttnia
economical size. Canned sta- $48,000 in 1976. There are
cabinets or bath vanities pads
ples can be stored-on cabinet other reasons. Many families
more than 30 laboratory tests
shelves for long ,periods. don't want to leave the---and inspections measuring
Frozen foods on the other neighborhood, or take their- _structural strength arid' finish
hand 'require energy to keep children out of school. Also
resistance. to years of ordtthem frbzen. Watch for sales, important is the high coat of
nary use and abuse,
and take advantage of the moving versus the knowledge , Cabinet structure, for ear
cents-off coupons carried In that improvements often in:
ample, must- withstand overnewspapers and magazines. --Crease resale value
loaded shelves and drawers,:
When you find bargains, buyimpacts from dropped oh- 'Homeowners seem to agree
- in bulk for maximum savings. on the areas they want im- jects, putties/ on doors of wet'
Some stores wit/ discount proved. Kitchens and bathcabinets, repeated .- kneregular prices if you offer to rooms regularly top the reclosure of base cabinets, eve*
buy by the case.
the probability of children
modeling list. In 1977, 78 perBulk buying, however, re- cent of professional remodclimbing on base cabinet
quires storage space, a roomy eters were involved in kitchshelves to reach countertow.
freezer and lots of kitchen en work, 76 percent in bathThe finish must hold up under
cabinets. Sufficient storage rooms. They reported 1,841,heat, humidity, water and
area also help's-Save gas by 000 kitchen jobs and a total of
soap splashes, and abrasives
cutting down on shopping 2.480,000 bathroom moderrit:---such as alcohol. vinegar.
trips
grease and mustard.
zatvans and additions. BigNKCA notes that stocks of gest selling items were cabiInformation on cabinet st.10canned foods represent amid- nets and countertops for latchdards arid selection, and helperable shelf Weight. so be sure ens, vanities for bathrooms. ' ful remodeling ideas are
cabinets are strong enough to
available in" a "Kitchen
The National Kitchen Cabitake it. For assurance of both net Association says cabinets
Bath Planning" booklet. Send
structural strength and finish and vanities are popular
35 cents to National Kitchen
resistance, look for cabinets because they satisfy two maCabinet Association, Box 29711,
that carry the NKCA certifi- jor remodeling goals-adGrand Central Station, NA
cation seal. It shows the cabi- ditioaal storage space and im•
''•
•
York, N.V. 10017.
nets have been laboratory
tested to indicate they can
withstand overloaded shelves
and drawers, as well as heat,
humidity, food spillage and abrasive liquids-,stich. as alcohol:- - —•
The NKCA certification seal
is a small, round, blue and
white emblem generally found
inside a cabinet door or
drawer_ Cabinets bearing the
seArtiave to meet construc1 1
tion and performance stand1
II
ards of the American National Standards Institute,
Call
•

T

cold. 55 percent of their homes
By ANDY LANG
heat was supplied by the solar-Newsfeatures
AP
a.
assisted heat pump, 36 percent
For two winters now - =usually cold winters_ia al cold__ tm solar-heated water alone and
area - the Edneys have been
9 percent by the stove. Their
keeping down their energy costs
total electric bill for the
by teaming solar-heated water
calendar year was only $146!
with a heat pump_
They didn't- have to pay for
• Since David Edney, a 32-yearwood because they were able to
old engineer, sells solar
get it from their own.property.
equipment- and knew he could
"Are you sure," Edney was
get parts at wholesale prices, it
asked, "about that* $146? It
was natural for him to decide on
sounds rather small for an area
using a solar energy collector - where utility ratii are fairly
system when building a new
high."
house in blizzardy Belfast.
"rye checked our bills over
Buffalo.
south
el
N.Y.,60 miles
and over again and that's the
It's a 1,128-square-foot ranch
exact figure,"- he answered.
with a small ilasement and an
attached ,garage an. shop.
There are 6 inches of fiber gliis
( Do-it-yourselfers will find
insulation sandwiched between
much valuable information in
saths-inch plywood and a
Anti) Lang's handbook, "Praccombination of gypsum board
tical Home'Repairs," available
and pine boards:- an extra
for 11.50 Porn this newspaper at
strong nearly flat roof on the
Box 5, Teaneck, N.J. 07666.i
theory that it holds an insulating load of snow; and 6
inches of insulation in the ceiling. The gara ge-shop shields the
house from north winds, grape
vines ward off the hot western
By CONNIE'GRZELKA
sun in summer •
AP Newsfeatures
A 280-square-foot solar enerNEW
YORK
(AP) - Choosgy • collector leans against the
ing a retirement home is one of'
south walls, angled at 58 dethe most important decisions a
grees from the horizontal to get
couple can make, says an exmaximum sun in November and
pert in the field.
February. It supplies solarA happy retirement isn't'
heated water for a 1,500-gallon
something that-just happens. If
underground storage tank. A
you want to make a go of it,
York heat pump extracts its
• you've got th plan. And if you
heat and supplies it to a forceddon't have a plan by the time
air system. Edney says the big
advantage of this system is that
you're 45, it may be too late,
water alone must be 100 degrees
according to Peter A. Dickineon, a former specialinvestigato heat air, but the pump can
pull heat from water that -ia. - - ter -for the U.S. Senate Comdown to SO degrees. The solarmittee on Aging.
assisted pump supplies most of
_ A couple should first know
the Edneys' heat and, by
what they want to do and how
reversing the system, provides
much it will cost, he explains.
In most instances, they will
air conditioning for the few
weeks a year it is needed.
find that they can't afford the
When the solar-heated water
same things they had before
goes above 85 degrees, it Is
retirement.
pumped directly to a radiator
Dickinson, 51, of Larchmb'nt,'
installed in the hot-air duct': If
N.Y.. is the editor of "The Rethe stored walar'goes below 43
tirement Letter." He recently
degrees which happened only 9
published "Sunbelt Retireor 10 days throughout the win- ment," a state-by-state guide to
ter the Edneys use their woodretiring in the Southern and
burning stove, which heats
Western parts of the United
water-filled coil to supplement,
States.
the storage tank and draws Its
He calls the sunbelt area
combsistign air from the outside
---‘the new fi uisties -- for people,
rather than wastinge home's
places. politics and reUrernent.
heated air.
Whether you're looking for lowThe heating system Cost- 84.er coat-of-living, opportunities,
600 for the parts, most at
climate or better housing"; you
wholesale Ednty estimates
can find it more readily down
that a similar setup today, inthere." --•
cluding installation, would run
Regardless of the area, Dickabout 0,000 Does it pay' The
inson
offers some tips for
Edneya say that, averaging the
couples who artiaaklall sheik'
past two winters, both very
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A special therapy. room has a
SEATTLE (AP)- Like most
much to build a house with flat
sauna, a therapeutic pool and a
couples, John and Margaret
entries, no thresholds and other . large shower for wheelchair acEic ff had ideas for a dream
house. But their dreams were a
features. They finally hired their own
It may sound institutional, but
little different from most - no
the house was designed to be
architect and builder and startsteps, no thresholds, wide doored from the beginning.
light and airy, opening up onto
ways and sinks with open acthe sixth green of an adjacent
Their new home is absolutely
cess for a wheelchair
level from the street through
golf course and featuring an
,
It. took four years ..of looking .
Interior atrium with sliding
and planning% frustrating de- ' the garage and out to the family-room patio. Instead of thre- , glass doors for easy access.
lays from the Veterans Adminsholds, the builder installed
The Eickhoffs took advantage
istration, and $106,000, but now
commer,c01-type ireathof a Veterans Administration
the couple is getting a honk that
erstripping which pops into
$25.000 housing allowance for
will allow
Eickhoff, a
handicapped veterans- but not
doors when they are open.
paraplegic, more
without going through extensive
independence.
Electrical switches and outred tape.
The two-bedroom, '1,900lets and all cabinets are a few
The VA took eight months to
square-foot house was an "exinches lower than standard. Al]
approve the plans after hamlet
treme challenge," said archidoorways are at 1.*st 3 feet
over design, bonding the builder
tect Dick Keller.
wide, floors are splicially deand the home, they said. That
The couple said that after
signed to resist the extra wear
Included tune for resubmitlid
finding there were no suitable:
of wheelchairs, Canes and
because the agency lost a-satlif
existing homes on the market,
crutches, and sinks have open
the house plans.
they talked to new-home buildaccess
ers about modifying stock home —
plans.
Most didn't want to
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Disabled Man Gets His Dream House

i's, ssois.ta Oast nark
.
--r
DVITHMINE. filoW ML 1.11 I Ns! 1.1110\ sou'll.rteed to conserve heatking
matt
air conditioning eneir.'see the ehnetn preissired by
.1.04:eriainTeere
Insii•sft, Field, locate ihe climate Tone where you live. Th,
O. select the heatinji and
cooling coos elnaeat In those in sailor area. 100'11 find PSIS gestedinomlation
levels for
your distillate sone and utility rates Es reseed as li-Value". H- 191n the
equivalent of()
inches of fiber glass hat insulation. -38 is 12 iftehe. a filter Klass
bait insulation'.
For additional informs on, write to the, VertainTeril !tome Institute',
P.O.Hon
11641-11fi. Valley Foray, Pa. 9482. -

Extra Bath
Needn't Bc
Bjg Luxury

esHome decorators are enthusiastic about plush-looking
bathrooms_ For many families, an extra bathroom would
be luxpry enough.
.,.
The National Kitchen Cabinet Association says families
that need an additional bathroom are often stymied by the
"4ihotrght of where to put it
Some suggestions a walk-in
closet, a pantry, aback porch,
a mud room, or a utility room ,
Try to find space off the kitch-',
en or under the main batk.,
room. It's easier to run plumbing lines.
Even if the extra bathroom
is - small, without tub or
shower faellities, it needn't
lack storage space lInde't' counter vanities, wall-mounted
- cabinets and corner units
provide .convenient space for
towels, soap, tissues, and the
overflow of health and beauty
paraphernalia (torn, the other
bath.. In ailttolikAutoti:._
Age.capaci ,-eabinets are, a
any to give the bath-"
mom glamor. They come in a
variety of gixxl-looking woodgrain finishes, and in lux•
urious white and gold
Also important is the ability
of bathroom equipment to
take thedaily abuse it's bound
to get.

MAGIC NAT Chimney Sweeps
ilitimaey Cisamiag, Bird Sereeas,
Miner Repair. Free Estimates

759-4878
Wholesale
Electric Supply Co.
21111 E. Main, MinTay, Ky. 7534164

"If It's__Electiicat We
• Have It!"
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Rookies May Be Keys As
Suns-Bucks Open Series

Ross Gets Three Wins,
Girls Win Meet
Tba.Calloway County Lady
Lakers won a dual track meet
over Marshill County Monday
at Roy Stewart Stadium
Calloway rolled up 63 points
while the Marshals had 51
points.
Rose Ross scored wins in
three events Ode Mina Todd
and FeleCia Pinner each won a
pair of first places for the
Lakers.
Ross won- the 110-yard
dies in 16.4 te leads Laker
Noreen in the event. Melissa
Miller was second in 17.0 while
Susan 'Snyder placed third in
20.8.
Ross also won the 60-yard
hurdles in 9.5 while Miller was
second in 10.0. The third
victory by Ross came in the
mile-run where she finished in
6:15.1 for the win.
Pinner won the 100 and 4467.
'ad dashes but elected not to
'cipate in the 220 and
Itistead, entered the long
lump.
In the 100-,,yard dash, Pinner
easily won first place as she
funshed in..11.2 while Jena

P.,
Ray
Ope

•

Hoke was third in 12.0. In the
quarter, Pinner had a 61.5 for
first place while Lynn Reno of
the Lakerssras third in 76.1.
Both of Todd's wine came in
the field events. In the Wog
iump. Todd woo with a 16444
while Pinner -finished second
with a 14444. lathe high jump,
Todd took first with a
clearance 40f 4-8 while Kim
Johnson was third with 4-2.
Todd also placed In the abet
put, finishing in .third with a
28-7.
Ellen Mahan and Jena Hoke
placed second and third
respectively in the 220-yard
dash. Mahan was timed in 29.2
and Hoke in 30.6. In the halfmile run, Melissa Miller took
first in 2:46.2.
The Lakers, had two relay
teams to wet. The mile-re/ay team composed of Ross,Reno;
Mahan and Miller won with a
4:51.2 while the medley-relay
team of Mahan, Todd, Hoke
and:Pinner won in 2:04.1.
The Lakers will participate
in the Henderson County
Invitational Saturday.

By ALEX SACHAKE
Sports Writer
Two rookies who helped turn
their teams from also-rans to
playoff contenders will be
-matched bead-to-head tonight
shen the National- Basketball
rAsSociation playoffs get underway with the Milwaukee
Bucks at Phoenix to play the
Suns.
Walter Davis, 8 feet.0, of
Marques
Phoenix, and
Johnson, 6-7, of Milwaukee,
will Meet in a matchup which
. could hold the key to the bestof-three firstround series.
"It will be Marques'
strength against Walter's
although
quickness
Marques is pretty quick, too,"
said Milwaukee Coach Don
Nelson. "Davis' transition
game is as good as anyone's in
the league."

team's feriea against New
York:
"In close series like these,
it's nice to have that little
extra • from the hometown
fans," he said.
The Knicks aren't worried,
since they won their last four
road games of the regular
season. And they're happy not
to be facing former teammate
Walt Frazier, who is still out of
the Cleveland lineup because
of a bruised toe.

Hawks do booT:TiboY
scrambling at Elinapening tap,
employing an issortrnent of
zones and pressing defenses,
and they don't let up.
"They take almost every
team out of what they like to
de best," praised Washington
Coach Dick Motta. "They
reached playoff intensity at
Christmas and have maintained it."
The Hawks were not explcted to make the playoffs,

and Matta feels that will work
to their advantage. "Anything
they get from now on is
frosting," he said. "They
should be a lot more relaxed.
Seattle also was not expected to make 'the playoffs
either, especially after
stumbling out of the gate to a
5-17 start. But Lenny Wilkens
took over as couch and the
Sonica turned their season
around, finishing with 47 wins
to equal the club record.

"I'd give anything to play
now, especially against the
Knicks," said Frazier, who
came to the CavS before the
start of this season after
leading the Knicks to NBA
titles In'.. 1970 and 1973. -It's
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - York-based promotions firm
very frustrating. But the This time
it was heavyweight that holds the rights to the
problem is I just can't run on champion
Leon Spinks who rematch, said it is the biggest,
the foot."
rattled
verse.
Former guarantee ever posted.
V
Running is what the Atlanta champion
Muhammad All - Although the Superdome
Good enough to help him
cast now as a challenger - has seated better than 100,000
score 24.2 points per game,the ,
played it straight.
BAsEBALL
top average among rookies in
for two religious events, the .f
. -He's still the greatest; I'm local group says it plans to sell
and
the ninth-blot - NEW YORK-Milwaukee's
the league
mark overall. Johnson scoraT Larry Hisie; who. blasted two just the latest," said Spinks, 85,000 seats for the fight. ItVMS EVENT -*isTodd at Ilia
avtof Haiisug- at a.19.5 clip, but led hia tenth
home runs and drove in seven -mowing his couplet with a expects' a gate of about $5_
lamp pit. laiikaaspimmisark,wasdkaisielwatith a loop
• with Mg rebounds Per game.
runs last week, was named the head-back, wide-mouthed millien.
14-114.
The other three first-round American League's Player of infectious guffaw that was a
Arum said earlier that he's
series begin Wednesday, with the Week. Hisle had a .385 pure empression of youthful asking 67 million for television
_ _ _
- ------the New York Knicks at the batting average in helping exhuberance.
All,
by
contrast,
was
sober
All
he
lost
Cavaliers,
his
chainCleveland
said
Atlanta
Milwaukee sweep a threebe Toronto. Birmingham,
Hawks at the Washington game aeries with the and serious for the most-part pidriship because he tin-41iin.0 also is getting strongduring an airport press derestimated Spinks.
Bullets and the Los Angeles Baltimore Oriole&
_
consideration.
conference held some__six. `11.!m... not_ _going _to_
_ Lakers at .the _Seattle
The-awner-,whaisaidhours
before
Spinks'
arrival
Christensen
Larry
anything
away
from'
Pitcher
Leon
SuperSonics.
would have little_ trouble
The second game in each al the Philadelphia Pillies, here Monday night. The Spinks," All said. "He was
getting NBA approval for a
series
will be played Friday lobO shut out St. Louis 7-0 last fighters were to sign a much better than I thought_
move, said the club could be
:f•-, He was much better than the
week and drove in -four runs rematch contract today.night.
moved to Toronto where it
When
All
did
get
-abit
homer
and
a
experts thought.
with
single
a
in
In
Cleveland,
Coach
Bill
would split its schedide bet- 4
was ale-to-I favorite, and
Fitch is happy to have the the process, received the playful toward the end ot 0
ween Toronto and Buffalo.
10-minute
press
conference
the
National
Lougee.
there
in
were no bets. He wasn't
farlin
„honor
iithiuitags
hatne.court
But Sonju isn't excited about
Monday, it was a smooth supposed to go 10 rounds. My
that possibility.
routine that showed yearAnt_battle plan for that fight was
practice.
to give him seven.rounds and
-I'm not sure what the
"I am not just the greatest, let him tire ... He didn't tire."
response would be to
J_:s _ut
_greatest_ofalitimes."
ohs_waid--.he doesn't
American awnership_ of
be said. But he couldn't keep a believe that's exactly the way
team there. Secondly,it's very
much a hockey town, even
The Murray ,State temilkteankooloying an extremely sue- otraight face while doing his it went,
,
"As hard alt-lbet -man
more so than Buffalo. And
aired season, dpped MiffitrittIto 14-5 on the year with a 94-11tuaI brag.
A 4-week-old group..of local fought, he..knows he didn't
third; you have to deal with -4.4,
•Ivin over'UTM Monday at the MU Tennis Complex.
businessmen and politicians give me nothing," Spinks said.
the person who owns the
In the number one singles, Rayner Felix went8012-6 on the
put up a gate guarantee of $3 All I know is from the first
building. It's much betjer
season as he defeated Martin's meet Pries &I and 6-0. At
million to land the fight Sept. 'ding' I was fighting, and when
when the city Omsk lite
two, Jan Soegaard improved lima*to 1114 with a 6-4, 6-3
15 in New Orleans. Bob Arum that bell went 'ding' the last -44
building.
win over Danny Green.
"
of Top Rank Inc., the New time, I wasatill fighting."
"And I'm not convinced howChris Leonard, playing at three, won 6-2, 6-0 over Mike Mcpeople would react in Buffalo
Crimmons to go to 114 on the season while at four, Roger
to splitting the season. Ldon'
Berthiaume upped his slate to 12,7 with a 6-8,6-4 victory over
See Marjorie Major
know if they'd feel rejected,"
Mark McCluity.
Troy*, Consultant
Sonju said.
Jeff Leeper wentto 134 ea the season with a 6-3, 6-3 win at
five over Chris Fewienden while at six, Mike Coshgan filled
Touts,amiss, MOTHS MOTELS, CAR REWALS,
In for Toni Lie and won a 6-2, 6-3 match over Jim Spillman.
To Purdue
ALL IOW TRAVEL NEEDS. 11-1
Lie is 104 while Costigan is 5-2.
No Charge by us.
WEST LAP AYETTE, Ind.
In doubles allay, Felix-Costiganvron 7-6 and 6-4 at one over
Price same as direct.
Everett Bass,
Price-Green; Sbegaard-Berthiaume won 6-5, 6-2 at two over
For information and
assistant basketball coach at
McCrimmons-Fessenden; and at three, Leonard-Leeper won
Travel Literature call
1
North Carolina-Charlotte for
6-2,6-2 over Iticausky-Spillman.
753-GOGO (4646)
DOWN NE HOMESTRETCH - Feted@ Pinner coasts down Me
three. years under ,Lee Rose,
The Racers will play an OVC match at Middle Tennessee
ilissamis Wks Stadion,
homestretch in Ilse 440-yerd dash. Pinner won the event in
will continue with Rose at
Wednesday before playing another league match at Ten711 Ali Straw
61.5 as the Lady Laken won a died newt over Marshall Cows
Purdue -University, It was
nessee Tech Thursday.
announted Moriciay:
MSU will return home for yet another OVC match as
Rose wasnamed head coach
Western Kentucky is here for a 2p. m.Saturday conic*, •
(Stuff Pintos In Mils Illnowlso)
at Purdue last Thursday,
succeeding Fred Schaus who
resignect
Bass, 27, a native of
Lexington, Ky., played for
Rose at Transylvania in 196872. He received a master's
degreefrom Kentucky State in
1975.

Ali-Spinks To Sign For
Heavyweight Title Bout

flraves-Ponder Moving
Franchise Froth Buffalo
DiNWREKK•
AP Sperblitter •
BUFFALO,. N.Y, AP t
While disappointed BuffaloBraves nffienals say they
won't make a final decision for
at lepata month,an informed
liewestkeljrne chances of the
National
Basketball
AsSociation franchise
remaining in Buffalo are very
slight.
'Attendance Tell Tar below
the expectations of owner
John Y. Brown and President
Norm -Sarin": „ season
tickets were sold. They had set
, a preseason goal of 7,000.
Attendance averaged 6,156 a
game this season. Officials
had aped fora 9,000 average.
11m source,who asked not to
be Identifiakiaict, -The odds
are squired/Against the team
being left in Buffalo. If they
can fire a workableacew
location, they're going.9F
However, an NBA owner
who
also
requested
anonymity, said, 'I'm not
sure they have a better
market to go to. Buffalo has
drawbadck but _so do any of
the new :dike they might
move the team to.
"Frankly, I don't think pro
basketball would work
the
Mianu area. Dallas is a
football town.--,Louisville is a
small market with strOngcompetithan from college
basketball," he said.
The two sources say the
most likely alternative would

At lastcopies with a
difference
i you can see
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Cage Playoffs
At A Vance
By The Antedated Press
Tuesday's Game
Nadidiee at Phoenix
Weilienday's Games
Nowlfork at Cleveland
Mode at Washington
tosAngelesat Seattle
-Fifty's Games
-Wllyten at Atlanta
Cloveland at New York
Phoenix at Milwaukee
Rattle at Los Angeles
Sunday's Games
Atlanta at Washington, if
neessuxy
Now York at Cleveland, if
neCalleari
LOS Angeles at Seattle, if
necessary
Milwaukee at, Phonic. if
^

tie

first of Michigin
Cnrb tion

By NOF
AP Spa
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Badger, leh
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"You
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might not g
couple yea
Monday aft
head basfe
University c
To do so,
pro-style
helped- the
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two years.
"I think
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Reds, Dodgers Remain
Undefeated, Cards Win

,
. ,•
By 101N-SAIMPOPORT
AP*ark Writer Both the Cincinnati Reds
and Los Angeles Dodgers
know the value of a hot start in
a pennant race and are
making the most of their early
gasp; in the 1978 baseball

Cardinals 11,Pirates 2
Mike Tyson drove in four
runs,'three with a home run
that capped a six:run burst in
the first inning, to help St
Louis whip Pittsburgh in a
rain-delayed Cardinals' home
opener.
Keith Hernandez stroked
110111/012.
7111
NORTH
hits for the Cardinals and
116
four
also
They're
making
a
'7
shambles of the Hoyden drove in two runs. His 1/141
INATFIELD
247-5,12
were matched by Gerry
atria_
Tbs. Reds staked- off the "Morales and Ted Simmons on
moon in high style by beating a 14-hit St. Louis attack.
• _
• ...-.1110mitmlomer straight games.
We are pleased to announce that
.
'Then on Monday night, the
Braves 8, Padres 7
Dodgers also pumped up their
Darrel Chaney's .tworun
BostonBetty
record to 4-0 by whipping the homer with two out in the
andbeleagured Astros 5-2.
ninth inning gave-Atlanta a
In
other
National
League
comeback
victory over San
ddberg.
Jo& fr. V
games, the St. Louis Cardinals Diego. The v_ictory was
are notaiissociated with
walloped the Pittsburgh Atlanta's first of the season
as
Pirates 11-2, the Atlanta and snapped a three-game
Reekered flepPreserkatives.
Braves edged the San Diego , losing streak.
Padres 8-7 and the New York
Chaney'a homer off reliever
Meta blanked the Chicago Bob Shirley followed Barry
Cubs 6-0
Donnell's twn-out single to
nen
-.01alankomn-tamamOsaisiimisenia---sminleitAsaid.
•=0446'1199694•414•••••erintetiesne-,
run and run-scoring single to trailed_ 5-0 in the third inning
Aotember New Yock Stock hechanee, Inc
woe& the magat uksont,. alter San- Diego's Dave
Woodmen sift PAtonvy,ICy.
Cey led off-the second inning .Wirdield drove in four runs
(S07)791-94711
with his first homer • -of- the with a two-run homer and A
?lesson to stake Rau to an twereuri single.
01111Lia 111W 00. 1.14trich atm/ or* erewearce
Arly 1-0 lead and later belted
Metal,Cubs0
-atamissacie
e • negi C-4441410 faienoosraw
a runscoring single in ilw
armei wisamai.a..warateri-waadasCraig Swan pitched a five((MIASMA
111.1411Ar
011 'thA11110111) r1.111 -VA(P/11A110
_
_ . .
- seventh to put the llodgers in
hitter and Steve and Ken
control at 31.
Henderson each drove in three

B.I

By The
The nee
League
system ha
that compl
format et
changed.
The Ne
who now h
in the Pa
three • ca
missed oul
1976 and 1
better recc
made it.
Under ti
top three to
four divisic
is limited
each divis
teams fror
with the MI
So this
made it, am
best-of-th
round serii
against the
Elsewht
Colorado 1
Philadelph
-Angeles K
Maple 1..a
Bed Wings
----All. four
• Thursday.
The Mc
New York
Black Ha
-Bruins all
byes.
Tbe
-their first
-23, 11
games.
"'We hit
them and e
which is g
Rangers
Esposito,
the-regular
to.-'em and
With ivNaTh

runs to lead Neir York -over
.
.
Chicago.
The Mets got two runs off
Dennis Lamp in the fourth
inning when Tim Foli, Steve •
Henderson and Ken Henderson each doubled. They
wrapped It up In the eighth
Paul
reliever
against
Henschel. scoring four runs
when Foli singled, Steve
Henderson hit his third
of the year, Ed Kranepoo
singled a ridAgn Hendertion hit
his first homer.
Swan, making his first'
appearance of that season,
allowed only two :Cubs to reach second bale.
'

DESIGNED FOR BETTER
LAWNS AND GARDENS.
• Some of the best mowers you can buy say Snapper on them.
So let the size of your lawn determine which Snapper you buy.
- Our "High Vacuum"riding Mower with optional Bag -14'
Wagon holds a big 30 bushels ofPlippings.
Our standard rider cini a btg-ydrd down to size
last with its optional6 bushels grass catcher. Or
maybe you'vesiont,a V-Sense
!own.It so
you ve got 11 choices. And-when it comes to
gardens.Snappeelalor's theone.

Clit_mek*
All Snapper mowers meet A N.8 I.

•

sakety specificai Tons

Enters Marathon
NEW YORK (AP) - Dick
Buerkle, - who set a world indoor record for the 'mile it
3.54.9 last January, Is the first
runner to enter the New York
City Marathon, Fred 1 tho--,
-Plara-ifork
Roadrunners and director of
the nuirathon,haaatinotdried.'
The event will be held
Sunday,Oct. nBuerkle, who is recovering
from a stress fracture of his
foot which limited Jima indoor
season3 said he will compete in .
Europe this summer.
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[ge. "Anything
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record.

For
Bout

MAIMS firm
rights to the
is the biggest,
osted.
Superdome
r than 100,000
s events, the
it plans to sell
the fight. It
of about $5 •

her that he's
for television

at his chemise he unnits.
kg-to_ take
-frOni Leon
id6- "He was
in I thought._
(tter than the

favorite,and
Be wasn't Irounds. My
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a.rounds and
didn't tire."
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Ranger-Sabre Series To
Open In Buffalo Tonight

s

orts

New Qualifying Rules Anger
Some Of Golf's Older Stars

The Rockies, who came into
By The Associated Press
the
league as an expansam
The new National Hockey
team
four years ago, are
when I was eight years old,"t the PGA Tour, that some
By WILL GRIMSLEY
League wild card playoff
making their first appearance
Goalby said. "I worked for consideration should be gis*n
AP Special Correspondent
system has helped the
team
postseason play. They beat
Age and greed have driven ilia bits an -hour. cleaned to the men who built the tour
that cpmplained about the
old'
•
an ugly schism into the ranks - clubs in the golf Shop, shines on a shoestring, serving fiveformat enough to get it the Flyers at home twice this
season', but lost all three of
of the men's professional golf shoes, worked as an assistant. year apprenticeships and
changed.
meetings,
in
have played in 1,100 pro- playing fOr';, peanut prize
tour.
The New York Rangers, T their
anis,
fact,
mostly without pay and money.
Philadelphia.
In,
the
block
kids
on
The
new
who now have finished fourth
want to relegate the old folks for charity. I have driven The great Tommy Armout
in the Patrick Division for Colorado won just two games
_to their rocking chairs: The acrotis the country to do played for $500 tops. Tocteir
three consecutive years, on the road all year.
This will be the Flyers' first
old folks don't feel all that old. . charity exhibitions. Beman first place is worth $40,000 and
missed out on the playoffs in
preliminary
round
series
With a little geriatric did none of these things. How $50,000. The game is spawnieg
in
1976 and 1977 despite having
stimulation, they caroatill get many kids on the tour have
Mostof them are:
better records than clubs that low' Years. They won the
Patrick Division title the past
thetrAuices pumped up oc- done it?"
jealous of any intrusion by th8
made it.
The rule affects some,of the Old . Guard. Tradition and
casionaly and thy like Orgo
Under the old system, the three years before being
biggest names in golf; Sam sentiment are mushy words.
bit.
unseated
swing
a
by
the
out
and
Islanders
this
top three teams in each of the
tagged NelsonBriIes for a
They feel they're entitled to Snead, winner of 84- tourfour divisions qualified. Now it- season.
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON befare giving way to Jim Kern. two-run triple in -the
Toronto
They've made valuable naments.;- Arnold Palmer, -Many are just interested in
is
it.
coming
into
the
is limited to the top two in
in the ninth.
AP Sports Writer
into the game Over the Byron Nelson, Billy Casper, what they can get out of the
„„inning
input
playoffs
and
with
problems,
tripled
again,in the
each division, plus ttwofour
In other American League
Mike Paxton quickly
eighth.
Now is time-to collect Cary Middlecoff, Jimmy game - no thought of those
-years.
having
lost
10of
its
last
12
teams from the remaining 10
action, the Kansas City Royals
learned
what
he
knew
already
Demaret and, some day, guys who spent. lifteitnes putting
dividends.
Rangers
games.
And
5,
they
lost.three of
Yankees 2 ,
with the most points.
about the Boston Red Sox ... extended the Baltimore'- Texas snapped
lions, who such as Jack Nicklaus, Gary, something in," Goalby said.
yaung
brash•
The
five
meetings
with
Los
Dick
So this year the Rangers
Orioles' winless streak tolour
Angeles during the regular and then he taught them a games with a 4-2 victory, the Tidrow's magic Spell on Toby leap right out of college Player and Gene Littler, now__ _ The situation is tragic, but
made it, and they'll open their season.
•
little something about Mike
reconcilable. moo of the
classes onto the money trail still active.
Texas Rangers downed •the Harrah's RBI double, Claudell
best-of-three preliminary _
Paxton.
•
"Hell,"
said
Deniaret„
"this
aging
legends are es:intent te
the
pro
;
stoposzar
at
with
no
Washingten'k
Detroit
is
two-run
.making its first
single
round series tonight at Buffalo
If any of i& Red Sox care to New -York Yankees 5-2, the and Richie Zisk's two-run shot, think differently. They • isn't the ViGA Teur any &ore. play no more tharifiVe tour.
•
pi
ayou
appearance
since
1970
against the Sabres.
peruse the team's media guide Oakland A's nipped the Seattle homer. It was the first time 'don't want any old geezers, It's-the NCAA Tour. Most,of nametns a year. Letthem. No
Elsewhere tonight,- the after beating. Montreal 4-0 in or listen to Manager Don Mariners 1-0 and :the
not even if one's name is Ben these kids never saw the in- strings attached. -They add
Texas had beaten Tidrow in
-Colorado Hackies are at the its season finale to clinch Zimmer, they will learn that California Angels blanked the
taking money out of side of a golf shop. They conie seasoning to any event. It
Hogan,
eight
career
second
place ,in the Norris
decisions..
Philadelphia Flyers, the Los
the descriptions for Paxton Minnesota Twins 3-0.
right out of school anctonto the would deprive the young,
,
their pockets.'
Meanwhile,
Dock
Ellis
held
•
Division.
The
Red
Wings
have
A's 1, Mariners0
Angeles Kings at the Toronto
"aggressiveness"
and
include
tour,
grubbing for the big eager Turks- of almost
It's
an
unfortunate
mess.
the
Yankees
to
one
hit
and
an
Rookie 'Jahn Johnson and
Maple Leafs and the Detrait won just two of their last seven "competitor."
nothing. It would be
Bitterness resurfaced at the money." '
unearned
run
through
five
starts,
however,
a
sharp
_reliever ljave Heaverlo
Red WingsatAtlanta Flames.-But
for
a
-while
Monday
it
n or services
eutitenlion
of
re
the
.
weekend
Masters
over
the
_shoulder_
ihnuigs
bilaim_
his
met
on a three-hitter in tightened.
All- four series continue — - and
-appeared
wiraimmosdbi'who-won- the—rimafeTatia.OthefprOteSterS, rencTerehd-geff ireidd be a
shme-10 Victories
twoties'
Thursday.
for the 24-year-old right-A's home opener that drew
. green Masters jacket in 1968, who have filed a suit against better gamefor it,
Angels 3,Twins0
in their last 14 games.
The Montreal Canadiens,
hander wOuld be "showers." an unexpectedly good turnout Don aylor's two-run homer
-the most agitated spokesman
New York Islanders, Chicago
HORSE RACING
Paxton, one of four -players of 17,283. The A's, who seemed in the seventh inning following
against the PGA Tour's new
Black Hawks and Boston
CORNWELL HEIGHTS,• sent from Boston to Cleveland destined for a move to Denver _Joe Rudi's double broke up a policy of "let's put Mc cid
Bruins-all -die* lirst-round Pa. - giucker
rill; late last month WA& Denros until --sr week ago, were- scoreless duel between Ken
codgersen the sidelines."
byes.
scored a I%-length victory Eckersley deal,inherited a 4-3 cheered enthusiastically by __Brett and Dave Goltz. -Brett
"Deane ,Beman -hasn't
The Ilangeriare looking for over Tree Top Billie in the lead in the sixth inning of a the crowd, which was 5,000 scattered five hits, walked two
contrIbuted a fraction to the
-their first win in Buffalo-since- feature at Keystone Race game the Indians went on to more than last year's home and struck __ slit_ the _same- „game that I--lutVe." said the
win 5-4 on Ron Prailit's ninth- °P"
T.
.
a stretch"of1I-Track.
--•strapping49-Year-old pro from
Gary Alexander drove in the number and wet-helped by-a
inning single.
games.
HALLANDALE,
eliesille 1:11.,, "and _
pair
of
brilliaxtt
fielding
playsaxton
e diately ran with a first-inning single by second baseman Bobby
!We
to go -right- at Bafflin Lit $32.20„ edged.out
contributions _ koys,
them and exploit our strength, Negotiator by 34-lengths to surrendered a game-tying off Glenn Abbott after Miguel Grich.
minimal compared with Wale
which is goal scoring," said win the ninth race at Gulf- home run to Boston catcher Dilone doubled and moved to
guys like Ben Hogan, Sam
'Of
Canton Fisk, his former third on a groundout.
Rangers
captain
Phil stream Park.
_
os.''
eadan
nd Jfulius ttoru
Rn
B
Royals 4, Orioles 2
Esposito, who had 38 goals in--- NEW YORK-w- Itsagoodlifey natterymate, and _then__ wau. _
Cormer
the regular season."I'd take it $13.60, won the 825,000 Blue ched his-outfielders flag down • Al Cowens droWit-iti three
British Amateur hampion, is
W.:ern and take rrty chances Prince Purse at Aqueduct by shots off the bats of FredLyna • runs with a pair of triples and
the commissioner of the tour.
S_plittorff checked
--5/
3
4-Faigths ovei'.-Tony'srime and Genrge ScolL
th what happenpi
-Although the-final decision.*. R1S
Baltimore
on seven hits
06-he
point
that
But from
left to the Tour's policy board,
Brae Associated Press
_yielded only • a fluke single throu& 8 1-3 innings Owens
Beman is considered the
Amerlian
League
•
of -the circuit's
architect:
Ease"'
•
•
W L Pet, GB. cotaroversial new format. essentially nt6P--3_
old U.S. Open and PGA
2 • 1 .667. •
Clev
champions of their lifetime
1
Detr
2 1. .667
would leave the NBA and
By NORM CLARKE
exemptions and forces them to
2
'.333
--.
NY
come back to college
AP Sports Writer
meet certain basic standards
2
.
313
1
Toro
CINCINNATI (Al') - Ed coaching,"said Badger,
aminimum `of 15 tour---- 1
2
_4_ 3 .-250 2/
Bost
'It's one Of the best college
By Mice Brandon
Badger, -who jumped from the
!laments,
and $10,000 in yearly
3%
.
000
.0
4
Balt
junior college ranks to a head jobs in America," he ex_ earnings -- to retain playing
West
coaching job in the National plained.
privileges.
3 --1 .766 _,
Cal
"I'm a teacher first. The
Basketball Association, has
A compromise has been_
2.
1
.667
Ye
Chi
-OUT OF THE BLOCKS - Filled° rimer of Calloway County
dumped back - but not at all thing that disenchanted' me
_made
in the cases of those
.667
/
1
2
2
1
KC
iitiatis out of Hie Mocks and begins to accelerate in the 100' with the pros is they don't , The weather played tricks and threatened to rain out day
humbled.
won
at
least
'
players
who
have
''
2
1 .667 .
Tex
-MUM ta-light, 6r team number eight of spring
bk
e rteecrorbdsuyt:easoe
1 . 20 tournaments, providing' a---forillesb;Pbmir won live event with im ill
3
3
500
football practice at Murray State
,s. said Badger, who
Minn
new
things,
tickets now, because you
sliding prerequisite scale for
University but the Racers did manage to get in their Monday
2 2 .500 ' 1
Otkl
might not get in to see us in a coached the Chicago Bulls the session.
number of tournaments and
_
2
2 -4_ .333
Seat
couple years," Badger said past two seasons.
prize money.
"We thought we were going to gre rained' out," said .----Mooday"s_Gaines
Badger, 45, said he has
Monday after-being appointed
Even then, technically if
assistant coach John Sullivan,"The weather kind of left us in
Cleveland 5,:Boston 4
head basketball coach at the agreed to a five-year contract. limbo for a while but things cleared off somewhat but then
Hogan
wished to return to the
Kansas City 4, Baltimore 2
Terms of the deal were not
University of Cincinnati.
would have to play in
tour
he
the wind picked up and that didn't help us.
Texas 5, New York. 2
To do so, he plans to bring divulged.
and win
tournaments
five
"We put in two new defensive schemes. It was more or less
Oakland 1, Seattle 0
He succeeds Gale 'Catlett,
pro-style basketball that
be.
forced
the next
•
.
$3,333
or
a
day
of
teaching.
We
didn't
have
any
full-contact
work,
California 3, Minnesota 0
helped- the Chicago Bulls set who resigned two weeks ago though the offensive and defensive lines went after each
school
qualifying
year
to
go
to
Only games scheduled •
past after a -successful six-year otherPreity well in drills.
-attel
l u
anc
mortling
Monday
and
jpin
the
Tuesday's Games
stay that sew the Bearcats
two years.
'rabbits'-' on the tour.
"It was just a lot of one-on-one drills with the offensive and
Toronto (Jefferson 0-0 -or
to
national
"I think we'll play good return
A depressing thought, indefensive lines matched up. Bruce Martin and Chuck
April 0-15
Lemanczyk 0-1) at Chicago
exciting basketball from the prominence. Catlett quit to
Marquess
(both-tackles)
Ik. 8111 Mimes.
kind
of
stood
above
.-ckedr
everyone
else
on
0-0)
-tKrarieC
become
head
coach-at West
7:30 p. m. Nightly
I picked weeds and cut
'
-defense.
-start: --Wit —PUFF— titi-Cutht Virginia University, his alma
New York ( Holtzmim.0.8rat
pressing
and
trapping
golf
course
around
a
-grass
"Offensively,
Roger
Rushing is hawing-a better day every
Milwaukee [ Augustine 1-01
defenses
cutthroat mates, after qualifying the time we go out. He gains more confidence in•what he can do
Detroit f Rozema 0-0) at
Bearcats
for
three
straight
defense,'''he said.
each time out and we're looking for
.Lindsey Hudspeth to im-. Texas (Medich 0-0)
-Some of you are probably NCAA tournament berths.
prove offensively. Lindsey has great:ability, he just needs a_
Seattle Pole 0-14-at Oakland
Badger, a late addition,to
-wondering why -someone
little more confidence. Also, Danny Lee Johnson is coming
----(Langford 0-1)
UC's list of candidates, said along well
too," Sullivan added.
Minnesota (Erickson 0-0) at
the Bearcats face some urnThe Racers will have their first Major night scrimmage at
California (Aase 0-0)
mediate rebuilding with the 7:30 p.m.
Thursday in Stewart Stadium.
Only games scheduled
_loss of fouryear senior StanThe Racers will scrimmage until approximately 9:15 p.m.
Wednesday's Games
douts Bob Miller, Steve
The public is invited to attend the scrimmage.
Boston at Cleveland
Collier, and Mike Jones.
- Coach Mike Gottfried, who is out of town today,said he will
Toronto at Chicago
Pat Cummings, the team's_
probably
give the team Friday off Since the scrimmage is set
New York at Milwaukee
leading scorer this past
Thursday. Gottfried IOW- plans to announce,the second
REMOTE HATCH
Baltimore at Kansas City
season, has a year of- for
*a of honorary coaches within the next few days.
RELEASE
Detroit at Texas
eligibility remaining, but iit
A nifty little button under
Seattle at Oakland
reportedly leaning toward the
the dash electrically
Minnesota at California
pros.
unlatches the hatch. The
National League
Badger admitted his move
hatch may be opened
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depending on how and
Monday's Games
where you drive. your Ar7rUnti711 PAYDou'n)C7arrNew York 6, Chicago 0
car's condition, and
St. Louis 11, Pittsburgh 2
optional ,eqUipment
Er.f
Atlanta 8, San Diego 7
iftailtre101Los Angeles 5, Houston 2
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Tuesday's Games
3-DOOR
Chicago • R. Reuschel 0-11 -a)
DELUXE
New York (Kposiiiiiri 1;0)
2 GARAGE
Montreal (Rogers 0-1) at
Philadelphia(Carlton 0-11 .
San Diego (Owchinko 0-0)
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Wednesday's Games
"
Chicago at New York
Montreal at Philadephia
San Diego at Atlanta
F' Ficx
Phowl
FINAL CURVE- Melissa Militt of Hit* taker track teal'
San Ferric-ismer f"irreirmati
Opepota
Sow Ittemer—.
'
hands
aretatil Ow final curve her victory la fko $10-yard rim
1,os- Angeles at Houston
•
She flohltall lit 1444.
Pittsburgh at St. Louis
I •

Indians Edge Red Sox,
A's Draw Well At Home

•

Majorreaguestand
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See what makes Mazda's_ GLC
a Great Little Car.

-
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1ARAOBCUSTOM BUILT M°dels On Displak

•

1199000

1259r
1.

.

....

Twin-Lakes Homes & Garages,

Get a great little price
on the Great Little car.

•

arroll VW-Audi
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With

from town to town.
By Riehaid i/aleattae
After a decline in interest in
Praductraireetor_ For
the closing of hundrama,
The .Merray-C-alloway
dreds of theatres and the
Comity Cammuafty Theatre
Probably the happiest item I move of theatre to Broadway
can report at this time is the and major. cities, regional
• aothusiasm that our theatre theatres began to pop up.
. program has received, not Theatres like the nationally
Jut here at home, but recognized Actors Theatre of
Altroughout_the state and in Louisville and the Nashville
. other surrounding 'areas. In Children's Theatre offered us
thelast year I have traveled a professional program that
all over Kentucky and the one renewed . interest in live
Clung-that everyone asks about theatre. Today more and merle
is that unique theatre group community theatres are
unsatisfied with just -putting
in Calloway County."
It puzzled me for a time as On a play."They want not only
to how many folks t.en knew to be "professionals" but to
-- what was going on here, but it operate a program with
seems that community "irofessionalistri."
They also want theatre to.be.. theatre groups are popular all
a learning experience. They
across-the nation.
the_,__American don'tjustwaM to dartititA*7
Commu.nitf......Theatre do best,.but to expand their
Association reported that -own experiences and broaden
„.there were over 15,000 active the 'talents of each individual
community theatres - more involved.
So that's why We have- such
than double the 1966 figure.
Local theatre takes us hack to well-praised programs here.
the days. of -playhouses in Ours started with education: a
= every city• with Airs that theaTfeell=1:10trprugrarrrftn--.
- made their-names traveling classroom education but
practical experience too. This
-theatre started because in"If we make an
terested citizens__ wentg4,
-etTor on-your
another aspect • of cultural
taxes, we pay
our
-enlightenment .for
he penalty. And"
children and ourselves.
the ititere
every .class and every,
performance. our audience
and participants see more of
the work, the fun and the
MISS KENTUCKY AND
concern that so many put into
Itenton (left),
Miss Murray State University of 19n, was crowned Miss Kentucky in.june, she passed
this organization. That brings
us all a better appreciation for
the campus title en to Barbara Kemper of Murray,the first runnerue in the Miss Murray
feeling .of - State Elniversity Scholarship Pagraant a year ago.Both
and
--a
theatre
-wilt be involved in the 1978 camHenry W Bloc*
satisfaction for_gyetyone.
pus pageant at 730.0...rer.r4aturday, April 15,in Lovett Auditorium.
i4AiR Bloc* doesn't mate
-raw* .ns.srairec Our people_
are trained noi to. But if we
shoukl make an error that
NISS.101111 PAPER?
ants you additional' tax. yur

UC,AH,Ky.(AP)-The Eddyville. He,..said the prison outside of the enyelopes.
Kentucky State Penitentiary:a code was -devised Au ..be in
The five inmates who signed
new system et opening and .compliance with the Icentueky the motion Sind they were
inspecting outgoing mail --ia obscenity statute.
meinbers of the prison's-leg:04r_
being challenged in court by •
`Service department. They
prison inmates.
also were John Brenton Preston,
were
Prisoners
U.S. District Judge Edward required, as a result of the James Jay Corbett, Johnny
Johnstone has been asked by March 9 order, to place their Melvin Holland, Benny
five prisoners to find state prison number, name and post Shaffer and Jimmy' Leroy
Commissioner. of Corrections office box number on the
David Bland and Prison
Superintendent 'Don Bordenkircher in contempt of
court under the system that
took effect April 1. The inmates _ contend the
pract,ice is censorship and
violates an -injunction issued
Sept. 21, 1973 by U.S. District Judge James Allen.
Bland, who approved the
new system in February, and
Bordenkircher have 20 days to
respond ttLthe motion of the
prisoners., A ,heAring will be
seheddieitif the Motion is not
dismiSaed.•
On March 9, Bordenkircher
announcedall outgoing mail
would be opened, • inspected
and read if necessary, which
had not been done since
was
-a
-Trendy being dOesiiid and
An obscenity ban was also
imposed at the prison March 9
by Bordenkircher. The ban -'
-covered, personal - matt, -magazines and any other,
.
maned Material- or the- --s.....'•••••••:.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
facility's, 1,250• inmates and •
WKSA-FM Murray State Un
'
tveraity Murray -Ky 42071
•••144,A.
9"°
Playboy.and Chic, which bed'
.1"
been sold in the prison-' Name
•
canteen.
•
•
Bordenicifther said the
'•
Street IRtL) '.
•
obsCenity standard at the
•
e
prison was the same as that
city •
determined to be the standard
.•
of • the community
of •••° OOOOO••••••!•••••••••OOOOOO•OOOOOOOOOOO••
'
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Fisherman's Platter Special
A delicious serving of Catfish f•Iley
fresh gulf select oysters and golf !toed
sit.,•enp served with cho•ce of potato
southern hushpuppres ond (4,4. slaw

iwiAL

*

Landlubber Special
Flied Chicken
Southern fr•ed golden brown w
choice of Potato cote slaw and
southern hushpuppies

#euen
*ens

IN
"THE VILLAGE"
641 NORTH

HOURS 700-540
PHONE 753-0707

YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS, OWNERS

733-1116

Karen Gordon of Benton,the • Kathy Luber, Aviston,
MO.Wendell Gordon,ii.senior
reigning Miss Kentucky, wiN,_...sophomore; Debbie ThomAo- Speech major_. at Mettily:,_
be back in-a familiar setting son, Cadiz junior; and Carolyn- State, is not a stran
- ger toi-e-Mae-Wathen and Juliit-Yeung,_. - pageants- and to pageant
for the Miss Murray State betti,Menderton sophomores. honors. In addition to her
Scholarship
Barbara Kemper, a Murray Present title, she was the first
University
Pageant on Saturday evening„ junior, will relinquish the title runnerup to Miss Murray
April 15.
•
of Miss Murray State. She was State in 1975 and the., third
.She was chosen Miss, the first runrierup in the 1977 -rtinnifup to Miss Kentuekrin
Murray State University in piigeant and Succeeded to the 1976 as Miss Paducah.
the spring of 1977. Her title- title when Miss Gordon wor
Contestants in the Miss
earned her the right-- to ,the Miss Kentucky crown.
Murray State Vageant will
.
represent the campus in,the
compete in evening gowns,
of
• `The
Focused
theme
on
a
Miss Kentucky Pageant in
and Italent
swimsuits,
Louisville in June - where Golden Age of Miss America, presentations fon scholarship
the pageant sponsored by the awards that total $525......_
she was victorious,
Miss Gordon Will she the Student Activities Board of the
Jean Campbell, Owensboro
podium
with _ - Richard Student Government Senior and .pageant director,
Valentine, -director of . the Association will include a said a reception will follow the
Murray Community Theatre, sketch 'and an original oral pageant in the Clara M. Eagle
who will serve as tnioter .0
( interpretation piece- by. Mist. GallPry of the Price Doyle
..geremonies for the ninth Gordon, the talent routine.she Fine Arts Center.
inumu14Fampus_ pageant- .to used in both the Miss Murra).
Tickets for the pageant are
begin at 7:30 pm: iii Lovett •-• State and Miss- kehtucky $2.50 for adults and $1.50 for
competition
a year ago.
..
Auditorium.
students with identification
The 11-year-old brown-eyed
Fourteen semifinalists will.
cards. They are on sale in the
_tie vying for the craw:n-4nd .*.briiriett daughter of Dr. and
Student Center on the campus.
- hoping- -to -succeed . Miss •

State High Court
ts Aside Bourbon
Convictio-n

Selected from *among 46
contestants in preliminary
judglog, they are:
Lisa Baker, F'rankf'ort
freshman; Stephanie Bedell,
sophomore, Laura Case,..,
junior, Betsy [)unman, junior,
Sally Emison, freshman, and
-urder
. Eline Hopkins, freshman. all'
I uisv le;Sbeila Ellington,_ FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP)
case, the high court struck
junior, and Lynn Riddle,. The murder conviction
of a down seven of eight confreshman, both of Paducah, Bourbon County man
was set ;Rations on appeal, but sent
Enix, • Benton
Melinda
':aside by the..-Kentucky the matter back to the circuit
---Jsophotricire; l'atts Graham,--Supreme Court today
because court so it could remedy
Belleville, IIIT; sophomore; the trial judge had
refused to something overlooked by the
allow a psychologist to testify trial judge: the requirement on the defendant's mental to tell the defendant the
condition.
results of any presentence
investigation
or ..psychiatric
The unanimous opinion by
Justice James Stephenson. examinations.
ordered a new trial for.Grover
That meant a delay in
Burgess, sentenced to w) years imprisormient of Bill Nickell,
in 'prison for murder and 10 convicted of first degree
years for first degree assault.
manslaughter and sentenced
Burgess was accused of to 20 - years for the fatal
shooting to death Glen Rainey shooting of Carl Brewer.'
with rifle and wounding Sue
. The incident resulted from - - •
Burgess, estranged wife of the an argurnent between Nickell
defendant.
and Brewer in a grocery
•Boruessi served notice parking lot in Wolfe County
yearr ago.
before the trial he would. rely more
justtihcaen amea
on the defense of insanity, the
Jones, who
high court said.
wrote the unanimous opinion,
Then, during the trial, his scolded the public- defender'
lawyer introduced a cliniral mildly,commenting:
psychologist with a doctor's
It is apparent in.this ease
degree, but the Bourbon and in too'Many others that
circuit judge refused to allow. __pap in review before this
him to ekpress an opinion on Court that the public defender
Burgess' mental state..
singikriiifn Gat trial reened-Aho infused
tiatimany here as that of a.--sttitift to allege that aii--:
muddied expert and hold t hat error MS occurred regardless
a clinical psychologist IS of the fact that the trtil
A
. competent to testify, with a defense comfiest_ did not conProPe foundattm, as to' the -tend it *ilia Orior:.ria
Tien
•
mental condition of an $e., .allege that these errors dhold
cused," Stephenson said in the .bave bpftirrse0ipkearLtb.
'ansinfrnoas °odors.
" try to convince this court,tNat
• In a Wolfe Country murder trial cehhiletwas hiefflictivt•\

By.L01
Associate
Steadily I
have iOCUSI
the way
calculated
changes
system u
customers
tionately le
Proposa
Congress v
utility con
sider new
ways of
di:stributini
alternative
systems
minintutu
tricity _at
for the poo

Crosswc
ACROSS
1 ca.!
5 Dance

Prison
compartme
12 City in,
Russia
13 In music,
high
14 ResvCR
erwertation
16 Boxing
Tt3P1-364110Tcornba t
20 Rents
21 'Corded
.cloth.
22 European
Worthless_
25 Guessei:__
'30 Judge
_
52 Cry

33 Memorandi
34 Thinas
• added
37 S-rnall rug
38 Sow
39 Anglo- .
Saxon money
41 Free from
binding
44 Prepared_
'• for print

- onward
49 Girl's
name
- 50 Ship
• bottom
51 Sea eagle
52 Scorch
53 Trensgres
-64 Observe
55 Actual
being

PEANUTS
"1 TRt

-NC* 0.LX,
'7,11,16F t,NICAPOS
4/VIG
SAMI

direct from GE when you buy this
OE 19" diagonal VIA BROADCASTCONTROLLED COLOR TV
with Ritmo% Electronic Tuning
t00% Solid State Modular Chassis Black
Matrix In-Line Picture Tube. Room Light
Sensor

Modsil.VC 7729W0
_
Walnut it,nisn on WO Impact Plastic

MIME 11A1

DEAR, TN
PAINTERS
• HERE ANC
CAN'T pi
ON THE C.
FOR YOU
DEN

4- i
111011011
(

--•-•••\

direat from

$50Bond

GE when you buy this

GE QUALITY-BUILT 20.11 Cu. ft.
NO-FROST REFRIGERATOR/
FREEZER with Adjustable
Wass Shelves

direct from GE when you buy either
one of these two GE food Freezers

Big 697 Cu. ft. freezer. Energy-Sew
Switch See-thru Crispers, Meet Keeper
Rolls on wheels. Optional Automatic
Icernaker at Extra Cost
. •

•

GE OUALITY•BUILT BIG CAPACITY
21.1 cu. ft. UPRIGHT FOOD FREEZER
4 fast--freezing shelves Slide-out bulk Storag
basket Built-in lock, $4
tell-etecting key,
OE QUALITY46
'
17T BIG STORAGE
211.3 cu. ft. CHEST FREEZER
2 removable sliding basket.' Burn
IQck
with ellif•-•1•01149"V

$40995.

PONT AN.
UNPER91AN
1-11CT /Y.1E

•

es
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:s who signed
they were
nisores legal
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3ett, Johnny
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NOTICE
I
OKAY, I'M
GOING—OUT _
TO PLAY. -"

Mini Warehouse-space available, large 28' x 24'
or 14', x 24'. 10' x 10' doors, ceiling over 12' high,
large enough for almost any job. Ideal for a
house full of furniture.

Call Days 75373744
Nights 753-7618

buy this
,ADCAST- -

ming
lasais Black
loom Light

ion

that
tSri
CITY _

Vera •

11418

uM•in ligck

1995

6
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2 Notice

26.
Radio
36 fo• Rent Or lease
43 Real Estate
SOMEONE-TO TEND a
LIFT type dIsc
COLOR 'PORIRAITS, YOUIL---NEED- is our
WANTED
STANDING
serit--ett,
garden,
DON'T BE MISLED. We •
-good
br
or 9 International wheel
tinaher. We pay top
us YlaY110r extr-a • 'concern. NEEDUNE.
Older
Call 753-4968.
will not be ondersold.
each,
$600
any
copiss. Made from
type .disc
Mini r
prices on good quality.
home located in Hazel.
753-6333.
Your
Zenith
.
Dealer
for
New tobacco sticks, 15
- size knro any size.
timber and will pay cash
Warehoule
Home is in_ good conELPERIENCED Murray arid Calloway
5 lost And Found
cents each Call 753-4120.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
percentage
your
or
Space
Storage
•
dition .and has had
painters needed. Top
County, Tucker T. V.
x 10 $2.40. Fast service. CHILD HEARTBROICEN- Wages. Call 527-7327
choice. Call after 6 p.m.
For Rent
recent redecoration and ,
Ales and Service, 1914
-W4NT TO BUY a 6 or 8
Artcraft, 118 South 12th..
502489.2334:
over large white Tom
addition of insulation.
253-4758
p.m.
after 4
Coldwater
Rd.
row spray rig. In good
, 753-0035. Free parking
cat lost or strayed from
Very economical utility.
lORS!
"
BOY "
condition: Call 753-6215.
lot, use our rear en205 South 16th. Reward.- FULL AND PART time,
bills and excellent buy
37. Livestock Supplie
REAL ESTATE
WANT
trance.
Call 759-4
$14480. • • Phone
at
cooks and car hops.
753-8080
FQR SALE 3000 lb. No. 1
TO BUY.,
_
QUARTER HORSE
KOPPERUD REALTY,
Days or nights. Apply in
Would you like to get8
INCOME TAX -SER. LOST gold-fttg Set with"
pip seed, 50 cents a
Prof(worstServices
COLT. Also a 4 horse
753-1222 for courteous
person, Sonic Drive In. I Small Celeent Mixer.
Withilie Friend's Touch"
or more channels on
2 VICE: We search for
pound. Call 753-6215.
blue aquamarine and
Walker. and black and
Phone 753-Z1013 after 6
and competent Real
your TV? We guarantee
' every' legal deduction
four diamonds, on or WANTED SOMEONE to
tat coon dog. Call 498p.m.
Estate Service.
81or more! We are fully
HERE FT 131 'Sat 3HEAVY DUTY wagon
and credit due you.
babysit. M ond*y;
about April 1. $1000
neat, wellorranged2
with beds and sides..- insured on antenna and
John Pasco, 753-5791.
REWARD for return Tuesday, Thursday,
WATER FKONT and'15 Articles For Sale
bedroom home with
,
tower work.
1650 Ryan Avenue, 9-5.
. Ellis Popcorn Ce.,
No question . asked • Friday and Saturday. 8
HORSES, saddle, bridle,
lakeview
lot in a
asbestos siding, full
was er
Alit
FRIG'
-5451.753
Road
_ 1s4_9_ available for
Wiswell
Phone 2634104 with
Ca11.751blanket_
and
sat-tai-gr•
Gentle,
prestige restricted area.
basement, carpeted
--speciat--appointments-. „,-1145.Mati
small-SeActior_ child or,:
•- And dryer.- Remington
•• •
• 8706:nnr rquIpment
also a _few, five acre
20
throughout, largo
753Call
typewriter.
woman. Call 437-9505.
parcels only one mile
eat-in kitchen. Shady
IN STELLA_ - watt ei-awr-a B--15599-• tbuTilPLEASANT
16' ANGLER Custom
Central Center .
from lake. Call John C,
lot on old 641 N.Don't
Bloodhound puppy.. No
Grove United Methodist
bass boat 65 h.p.
'753-5865
THREE YEAR OLD
Maintenance man, good
Neubauer, realtor, 505
let this one get ewer.'
collar, answers to., benefits. Good working WEED EATERS, model
Church is accepting bids
Mercury motor, trailer.
Palomino filly. Broke to .
Main St:, Murray,
$21,900. Boyd
ONLY
Mobile
Home
27
507.
Sales
$43.99.
shear
Roto
Brandi'-If ftitincl calt489. for the mowing -atatie
$2500 nem. Call 753-5696.
ride. 4350. Trotwood
schedule.. Appy Rose's.
0101 or 753-7531
Majors Ilessi Estate,
_
_
model
2201,
_V6.50.
2711.
cernetary. Anyone in14 .1t70 WINSOR mobile
travel trailer $1500. Call
• Equal • Opportuarty
100N. 12th.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
357 MAGNUM Itallilesi
terested can call James
home, all electric, air
492,8354.
Employer
6 Help Wanted
PROUDLY we rave about
Ruger, 6" -.barrel like
Euel Erwin. 492-8410
condition.
Partially
'te eq- •
38 Pets Supplies
ttils 3 bedroom brick
•
WANTED
per- EX,PERIENCED
CUSTOM
MADE
new with holster and
write to Hazel, by April
furnished. Good conSELL
YOUR
FARM
living
room,
sunken
with
Ion, part time. sales,draperies, made to your
ammo. $160. Recording
15.
waitress. -Apply at
dition. $8,000. Call 354., IRISH SETTER puppies..
through
KOPPERUD
area,
dining
formal
part time. Apply Rose's
measuiement
extra
Fathometer
with
•
.
No
labor
Call 522-8316.
Trenholma, Cliestind4
6292..
.EljElai
pperr u
4
merge. Over '150 'patpaper, new ir-ibox,
Murray.
have had many-inquiriesST. BERNARD' puppielf-.1- with aPP4ances
terns and colors,. 15 per
$250.80 plus,sell for $160.
1974 BA YWOOD 1Z,X 6&2
-*sea
Sirweeks
compound
bow,
ciltF
Bear
cent-off
MCC
month
April.
of
Audiallr:
4
!Whigal
-DEADLINES m-rt
bedroom,2 baths, partly
Construction
freezer, two full bath, .farm land and acreage
registered. Call 753-5696.
P.N. Hirsch & Co. 753Polar II with quiver
painters, steady work.
display ads,
All 'display
furnished, underpinned_
tracts. If you have a
restful patio area with
mount and arrows, $115.
Design For interview call 753classified displays and
conditions. BEAGLE AKC registered , private brick walLExcellent
farm
or acreage tract to
436-2538.
Call
regular display, must . 5287;-.
_PLO°. Call 753-2762
sell, contact_ us
_
GALLON DRUMS,
SIPIel bricked column!
rabbit dog..F-Jiur_years
44be submitted by 12
Mirurnum 2 years ex1222..
Also.
if
you have
and
Tile
Thornton
the
into
bring
you
drive
old.
$35..
753-7126.
Cell
14
CATAMARA
FT.
N ;ail 10 :X
'ER needed. - rience. Must be.
THREE'
55
100
cidly-nea:..-re
Martile,-SoutliAth. Call_ _
Awn' the
double garage with' - been wanting to para
•
to
49-fe7-mest=
--APolleatiet
9,9NY
es-news'Isein
.
g-Re.vitOTIIii
publication.
41. PublIc Sales
energetic and able to
chase acreage, contact
753-5719.
automatic openers...
main and jib sail. Call. _home..__75 toot well, well
r e'a d e r _ taker for bookkeeping
work with minimum
A 11
us for an update on
Jtist
Now:
listed.
.Call
753-1362,
Yard
753-312S
OPEN
1101iSk-and
or
•
7
with
1
X
.
housei_septic system
stasstfteds-Usast-bein
supervision..chain drive, 5
-properties
listed for sale
Realtors,.--Loretta-Jobs
P6p1at
-St.
.-9I•
must
with 200 ft. field. With
Send or bring resume
submitted by 12 now - Person hired
h.p. B and S engine.
in Calloway County. We
.
1492
.
453
gh----.
.thr
;
o
Tuu
f
talda
e
rs
s
da
da
y
9
possess skills in ledger
y.
two, lots on blacktop
to: _
$199_95. Wallin Hard- 141
the
at
KOPPERUD
ALUMINUMdieli3:-..--beflae --entires. payroll, etc..:
Thursday.
road. $6200.00 with 1 lot,
publication. •
ware, Paris.
UngI
REALTY provide a
FISHING
boatboat
with
and respect the CM•_15000__Call 436-2538. _
octessorles, 20
complete range oritettfCorporation
Purdom & Thurman
CARPORT SALE, 309
iidentielly-ei-- position:
'ANTIQUE "Yallf1;75:54a1
Estate Service. Phone
F0R
Johnson
motor,
trailer
WATKINS , Degree or associate
Ilighway S4 West
South
15thStreet.
Estate
Real
Insurance
SKYLINER
&
BUDDY
nice. Solid oak console.
and
us today.
trolling
motor.
Products.
"Thursday - Friday and
Contact . degree preferred but riot
-Perls, Tenn. 38242
Soutioido Court kw
mobile =- -home, .
Call 753-8150.
.
,
•
$1,000.00. Call 753-9235 --bedroom, large bath,
,Holman'Jones, 217 South
Saturday.•
necessary. Ability' to
Merely, Rettivelat-q--, 13th., phone 753-3128.
after 3 pin
work, closely %firth and
WE BUY AND SELL used
central gas heat and air. 43
1...
UNION Banker Life
Real Fstate
,get along weewith
conditioners
air
:
489-2133 or 489-2769.
Dill
Call
'
BIBLE FACTS INC. Insurance, a McCarther
_ BASS BOAT
others a definite. plus.
-NEED
Electric, 753-9104 or 753PROPERTY
iis•says in Jehit-1-fr.4..
Company is expanding
,
fiberglass.
50 horse
1974 12 X10_ 2_bedrooin,__155.1
S._
KENI
-__2.03NEW--R-4t-or B-2?
_s
a
r
-y'If Ye abide
Its
me, and
sales 15-rce. Would
Merc-ury. Full equipped.
partly furnished.'
cemensurat
PROPERTY near the
Need
a
-lot
e
for
'with
multiple
My words abide in you,
like responsible person GOOD USED tent. Call
Ready to go. Must sell.
Central air. Like new.
abilities, excellent.
university.
housing? Need property
Bi-level
ye shall ask what ye
753-5447 after 5 P.m.
to lepresent us in this
Call 354-8645 before 3:30.
See at Riviera Cts. 753fringes, including
for
brick
offices,
home
'with
main
restaurant,
will, and it shall be done
arra. No previous ex3280 before 5.
Gentry etenosubere yet only
hospitalization-major
floor having 3 bedrooms,
drug store, retail sales,
18
X
Is
ALUMINUM
unto you." For Bible
perience
necessary.
11112' CABIN CRUISER
wiertes from towel litres Si
• medical insurance.
or
baths.
consumer
Additional
services?
6
storage
shed $675- Coll
study. individual or by
Unlimited advancement •
with flying bridge,
brick with edlobein weeds.
1974
CAMERON
In•tereSted persons
60,
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2 at.e
Sherwood Forest, Call
753-8019.
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FREE
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DELIVERY
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I completely ready
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flornbuckle's Barber Shop

So. 4th

STINSON REALTY

LAND AUCTION!

1972 COACHMAN 24; air,
awning, TV antenna.
hitch and Other extras
Call 753-7297.
.,

S. Fulton, Tn. :
Frances Elam
Nordin, Ky.(602)437-4733

SALE:
1975
FOR
•Winebago motor home.
Call 753-8681 after 5:00 p.
m. •
1112 WHEEL CAMPER,
sleeps 8 $600. _14'
fiberglass. astrotert, .
with 25 h p Evinrude
-4Tiaor and trailer. $450.
Call 753-6198 or 753-1690.
list listed this lovely and unique home on private 3 acre wooded tract west of Murray.
Home has breathtaking 27' x 25' greatroom with fireplace and hardwood plank floors. Elec• tric Heat Puirm, all modern conveniences plus a rustle', comfortable design add up to a
pleasant life style for you. Don't let this opportunity pass you by. Phone us today for more
infermation.
•
Bill Rayburn 759-4900

WHITES CAMPERS
SAIAc your..Starcraft
dealer, Travel trailers,
pop up arid toppers. Roth
new and used. We
service what we sell.
East94 Highway,Murra) Call 75341605.

Geri Andersen 753-7932

REALTY-M.
_DJ

Harry Patterson 492-8302
. rieorge.G.Haghar 753-8129

- ......,_:_aatitooporod 733Arn
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Tract No:6 - 1244 276 equalall0,730 3/f
Tract No 1-211s10squall 311011110;1.
Tract No,6 2201 276 equal 31/0,726
Tract No 2-116 1250 erpials$11,000
Tract No 7 - 213 z 112 equals*MIan
Tract No 3-3061181 eolith 32.220srt
Tract No $ appros 11 As acres
Tract Ne 4- n 130equals 31.0041affNOTE Thu i property will 'have provisions inserted p each'deed-fst ascb owner to have equal awes. pnvtleilea and reepmeitiattss in Oa 2
acre lake
DeatlmUusoppatauu to bdir this prinia.imariideal tur.atadivuece or Lasso.
TER1111/1 Williiepealtdrets
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Deals and Funerals
Formeatesident,
Franklirkland, Dies At His Home

Harry E. Moss Is
9
Dead At A

uem work§hops
Scheduled On.
Wednesday

Alexander Is
Dead At Age Of 81; - A workshop for women has
been organized by Kiazie
Funeral Is Today.
Cantrell. in conjunction with

tl

• 4416

•147l

-wiew
/IP

-
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. &Mose of 503
,Iltreet, Murray, died
- i` the United Campus Ministry
qihrning at 1:10 a. m. at
Frank Kirkland, retiree)...
W. : luncheon on Wednesday, April
Hermolian
Mrs.
printehand former resiijearof. the Murray-Galloway County
at
Murray-,died Sundial at his Hospital. He was 79. years .of Alexander died Sunday 9:15 12. Ms. Cantrell, a guidance
.ra:
trt
n. He was 73 side and a 'retired "tool Maker a. ' m: at the etarthurat7-cciuriSelOr with the Upward
home at Pa
Hospital, Mayffeld..She was 81 Bound Program at Murray
for General Motors.
years of ege(
L. State..• Univergity:,' wits a
Mr. DeMoss and his wife, yeers of age, the widow of
Kiykland and his family
Alexander, and a resident
L
delegate to the recent NOW
'at 1202 Sycamore Besse-----V:,• - who survives.
convention in HoustOrt, Texas.
Street, Murray, in the early Moved to Murray from of Mayfield Route Four.
Survivors include two sons.
Each workshop participant
1950's while he was employed Hophinsville on Jan. 9 of this
as a printer at the Murray year. They were Ouirried June Nolan Wilkerson, Mayfield_ will choose two, from ,the
20, 1924, and have.one son, Route Five, . and Woodrow following workshop areas
,Ledger & Tunes.
his
Pierre Defame ai Wilkerson, Mayfield Route ••Career Counieling With
include
Harry
wife,
Sunivors
—
Mrs. Ruth Hopkins Kirkland, Minneapolis, -Minn., Who also Three; two step daughters,--•Women," Kizzle-CintreU and
.
Mayfield,
Mrs. Kenneth Reed,
Cynthia lafnier ; "Coping
'
,Paris, Tn.:one daughter; Mrs. survives.
a„
"40'0
The, deceased served as and Mrs. Troy Jackson, Skills For Widows and
- • Glenda Ferguson, Lansing,.
Fur;
Route
Mayfield
Divorcees,"
Dr.
raw
Jody
Of Alexander, Ind.,
111.; one . son. William Earl . .Major
ono•D•ED
ty,• 111,. whete
-U-Wks a meml* Of the shsteri-- hgRh -Sasto-Tc9404---Andersoe--74„‘ 'Legal.-Statile- Of
„ Milan-It - Iumel---11.
i
-,tMrs. • Rtibrillasonic Lodge lod ef . the Mayfield; one brother,'EnociF Homemaker's In Kerifiehi-sisters,
five
Jackson,
sirs. scary
F. Roy,
.American Legion, Hi-iiii- 4 _ Hargan, KirkieY;---thirteeit br. Alta Presson anclAnanid-4--' great. Buckingham,
attorney; . and Mrs. SunshMe Hathewast,',Navy veteran of Warts! War..Ia _..grand_c,„
:_en; sixteen
hild
grandchildren.
' - --"IserSonal arid' Prefelsiceil
all of Paris, In., Mrs. Pearl 'Born Nov. 24, 1898, in Grafton,
BeVill, Downey, Calif., and W. Va., he Was the son of the ' The funeral will be heft( Develepnaint," Sondra Ford;
, Mrs. Lucille Anderson, Long _late Clarence DeMoss and today at 3:30 p. m. at the -Woren's 'Problems How
. chapel of the Byrn Funeral Mee Are Affected," Roger
Beach, Calif.; one, brother, .Devonia Jaco DeMoss.
----,' Ski,- Demass had waled his. Home, Mayfield, with the Rev. Perry,attorney.
_&beKirkland.liazeL
---Gten Cope and the Rev. Larity7.--The--ru. workimp event
.:zif
.The funeral will be_ .beid _Andy _til. _tee universe*
CLASS-WIM1644----ltu)iter's Black Lady" owned and riddea.by-Tracer-Can, Mango,. was the firstplace AMC'tn.
WadoeadashaLtmeass-lienteekyhtedical-Sehool.-Ths-,- Breedlove officiating. Burial will, last from 040-1Otwe p.m.
Mt.
The
at
.
011vF
follow
will.
Slow Itadcing Horse class in the 1977 Kentucky State Cha* Horse-Show:1We fter's show wfll be at the West
the
and
'the..second
from
to
two
chapel at the McEvoy_fimeeel Blalock Coleman Funeral
24-and Saturday Areit2Ifictweitabove-twithhtieCorr in
tfree p.m. Participants will
Kentucky livestock and Exposition Center tOia friday
T114- with-burlat --ElameAs .-111 charge of the cemeterY•
Wwwirrarts.
_ _.-__ ._....,
left, Kelly Crawford and 7C:46680V/1C ringmaster,
at
meet
Cole,
James
12:15.
are
(note
p.m.
ceremony
presentation
awards
an
no
but
to follow in the Mt. 'non arrangements,
earlier time)•for luncheon in
Cemetery.
visitation will be held at the
.
• the banquet room of Winslow
funeral home.
.
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for Gerstir Native Calloway &
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Saturday at the Baptiat,
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question was renteci_or_sold agreements from housing cities were losing needed new
By LEE M1TGANG
her
include
Survivors
Funeral Home with the,Rev.
Writer
APIASuAffairs
groups like the .federal housing," says Gale,
_before'. the court decided. industry
E. M. Canon, native of
Mansfield and the Rev. James Calloway County, died Sunday husband, Wrenn Barton; foe;
Ten-years ago today, as the -Today legislation is being ,National Association of
Nonetheless, Gale and
Garland officiating and Mrs.
the Considered to change this.
mourned
nation
- Realtors and the -National others feel that the biggest
Turtle Creek Con- -daughters,---i Mrs. Peggy
assassination of Martin, • -Civil rights lawyers cite_._Association of Home Builders gains in open housing have:
• Oneida White is organist and valescent Center, Bowling _Dowdy, Farmington Route
soloist.
Luther King, President--.'New Jersey, Massachusetts __fpriaidding discrimination been in the suburban
Green. He was 90 years of age One, Mrs. Patsy Sanderson,
Lyndon Johnson signed 'a and Cleveland as places where- amongits members
.
and served as regisirar- at -.Mayfield Route One, Mrs.- ••• SLrvialgaa
c.,, pallbearers
placement of public housing.
Memphis, Tie,- .. Medical,
laboratory landmark civil rights bill that- minorities, business and real
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Tolbert
And, says _Jenkins, -we
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Kentucky University, Nancy Odom,
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Medical Laboratory Weele, Law, it meant that never estate brokers • still steer Causes, localities to be a bit
Monday at 5:45 a. in. at his one
m schools at Locust
again could a real estate blacks away frcen_e_Mi
home. He is survived by his Grove, Lebanon, and Cherry today at two p.m. at the chapel April 9-15, 1978.
. te areas mere forwarchlooking."
"Laboratory Science Ser- broker legally slam the door in and into black ones.
.
wife, Mrs. Lura Barrow Corner in Calloway County. of the Byrn Funeral Home,
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Mayfield, with the Rev. Den ving you" is the slogan for the. a black person's face.
Paschall,. mid his mother, His experience • as a school
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woe. Il_eeeogritzes th._DIV Dr • ae NAACP official Fair 'Heusi-Fig Law banned a-11174 lawsuit tbat-nlaigned- spe4:41,40tcreilt-4a-those
Aegis:Page Paschall, __Administrator began in 1917 Farmer officiating.
discrimination in. housing AVD-was-tulderrnining its own hear but. do not understand Deacons of the Sharon sOner. part the. medical Nathaniel Jones explains it:
Haze:- one - son, Charles, when he was named as
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medical-, laboratory in
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Western's four presidents.
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Technical personnel. in progress has been made, but million and 100 staffers in first seemed.
benefit- from any hearing aid,
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.Pacific atoll 25 years ago
Lockheed Electra crashed at panels on some of the islands.
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After landing on one atoll,
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